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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Understanding what promotes invasiveness of species outside their native range 
and predicting which ecosystems and under which conditions will be invaded is an ultimate 
goal of the field of invasion ecology. Obtaining general answers to these questions requires 
synthesis of extensive yet heterogeneous empirical evidence, coupled with a solid 
theoretical background. In this dissertation, I sought to provide insight into the drivers of 
non-native plant invasions through combining and synthesizing ecological data from 
various sources using advanced statistical techniques. The results of this work are presented 
as three independent research studies. In the first study, I aimed to understand what 
determines competitive advantage of non-native over native plants: the ability to suppress 
other plants, tolerate them, or both. For this, I collected data from 192 studies on plant 
competition and analyzed them within a Bayesian multilevel meta-analytic framework. I 
showed that non-native plants outperform their native counterparts due to the high 
tolerance of competition, as opposed to strong suppressive ability. Competitive tolerance 
ability of non-native plants was driven by neighbor’s origin and was expressed in response 
to native species and not to other non-native species. This synthesis demonstrates that non-
native plants are competitively distinct from native plants and challenges the common 
notion that neighbor suppression is the primary strategy for plant invasion success. In the 
second study, I quantified the extent to which regional, landscape and local environmental 
factors individually and jointly affect understory non-native invasive plants across northern 
US forests. I used boosted regression trees and Bayesian nonlinear regressions to analyze 
forest inventory data spanning 14 northern US states in combination with data on climate, 
land use, and disturbance. Regionally, the highest level of plant invasion was observed in 
hotter regions with lower annual precipitation and climate seasonality and higher summer 
precipitation. Locally, young forests with moist to wet soils and relatively flat topography 
in open, human-altered landscapes at low elevation were most susceptible to invasion. 
Climate and land use strongly interacted in their effect on plant invasions. This study 
refines the understanding of the non-native plant invasion process in northern US forests 
and the obtained models can be used to generate predictions under current and future 
environmental regimes to inform management. In the third study, I tested the relationship 
between the long-term history of recurrent canopy disturbance by a non-native invasive 
defoliator, the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar), and the level of non-native plant invasion 
in northeastern US forests. I reconstructed 46 years (1970–2015) of gypsy-moth defoliation 
history and quantified the cumulative effect of defoliation on understory non-native 
invasive plant species using multivariate techniques and Bayesian nonlinear regressions. 
Contrary to what is commonly expected, the cumulative severity of gypsy moth defoliation 
tended to be negatively associated with the presence and richness of invasive plant species, 
although this association was weak. This study suggests that the effect of biotic disturbance 
on forest plant invasions may vary in both the magnitude and direction depending on 
characteristics of disturbance regime and its effect on resident biota, and this needs to be 
explicitly taken into account when predicting future plant invasions.
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CHAPTER 1: COMPREHENSIVE LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1. Overview of the Drivers of Non-Native Plant Invasions 
About 4% of the extant global vascular flora has expanded beyond species’ 
native ranges as a result of human-assisted intentional and unintentional introductions 
(van Kleunen et al., 2015b). This number is steadily increasing and will likely keep doing 
so in the future due global environmental change and continued intensification of global 
trade (Dullinger et al, 2017; Seebens et al., 2015; Seebens et al., 2017; Seebens et al., 
2018). A significant proportion of introduced plant species have become invasive, 
comprising a persistent, often dominant component of natural and man-made ecosystems 
worldwide (Vitousek et al., 1997; Kueffer et al., 2010; van Kleunen et al., 2015) and 
having profound negative impacts on local biotas, ecosystems, economies, and human 
well-being (Vitousek, 1990; Levine et al., 2003; D’Antonio & Hobbie, 2005). Decades of 
active research on non-native plant invasions have substantially contributed to our 
understanding of the processes that act as the drivers of plant invasion success. Yet this 
understanding remains far from complete and, therefore, our ability to forecast and 
prevent future plant invasions in the face of global change remains limited (Gurevitch et 
al., 2011). 
The drivers of plant invasion can be grouped into four broad categories: 
propagule pressure, traits of an invading species, abiotic characteristics of a recipient 
ecosystem, and biotic interactions in the home and introduced range. Propagule pressure 
is a combined measure of the number of propagules introduced in one release event and 
the frequency of release events. Propagule pressure strongly influences invasion at its 
initial stage and the effects of several other drivers of invasion are contingent upon 
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propagule pressure, at least early in the invasion process (Lockwood et al., 2005; Von 
Holle & Simberloff, 2005; Colautti et al., 2006; but see Nuñez et al., 2011). High 
propagule pressure enhances the likelihood of establishment by lessening effects of 
demographic and environmental stochasticity (Simberloff, 2009). Moreover, release of 
propagules from various source populations increases the chance of introducing 
preadapted genotypes, allows to avoid genetic bottlenecks, and increases genetic 
variation, all of which contribute to the invasion potential of a species (Lavergne & 
Molofsky, 2007; Simberloff, 2009; Wang et al., 2012; Zenni & Simberloff, 2013; Zenni 
et al., 2014). Although most studies used proxies to quantify propagule pressure and are 
correlative, a few experimental introduction studies confirm that propagule pressure has a 
strong positive effect on non-native plant species establishment (e.g., Von Holle & 
Simberloff, 2005; Kembell et al., 2013). 
A quest for s set of traits of the “ideal weed” was initiated more than half a 
century ago by H. G. Baker (Baker, 1965, 1974) and have become one of the most 
popular lines of research in invasion ecology (Rejmánek & Richardson, 1996; Pyšek & 
Richardson, 2008). Invasion success of non-native plants has been attributed to traits 
linked to human activity and disturbance (Hodkinson & Thompson, 1997; Pyšek, 1998; 
MacDougall et al., 2018), to high phenotypic plasticity (Davidson et al., 2011; Funk, 
2008), performance-related trait superiority over native species (Mason et al., 2008; 
Ordonez et al., 2010; van Kleunen et al., 2010), and distinct phenology (Knapp & Kühn, 
2012; Wolkowich & Cleland, 2014), among other. Yet, no general pattern has emerged 
from this research, which is at least partially due to employing a dichotomy of native vs. 
non-native species while ignoring the fact that species differ in the degree of 
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invasiveness. It is currently recognized that a different set of traits is associated with each 
stage of invasion (Dietz & Edwards, 2006, Dawson et al., 2009, van Kleunen et al., 
2015a; Divíšek et al., 2018). 
Several characteristics of a recipient environment influence its susceptibility to 
plant invasions. Among them is climate, resource availability, and disturbance. Climatic 
suitability is the first barrier that a species needs to overcome in order to establish a 
population outside its historical range. It has been demonstrated, however, that non-native 
plant species often experience climatic niche shifts in their new ranges, which means that 
using native range distribution data for predicting species’ distribution in the introduced 
range may not always be successful (Broennimann et al., 2007; Colautti et al., 2013; 
Atwater et al., 2018). Resource availability is another strong predictor of ecosystem 
susceptibility to plant invasions (Davis et al., 2000; Davis & Pelsor, 2001; Seabloom et 
al., 2015; Pearson et al., 2018). Non-native plants are generally considered superior to 
natives in their ability to capitalize on increased resources (Dawson et al., 2012), and are 
known to benefit from short-term resource pulses (Besaw et al., 2009; Parepa et al., 2013; 
Liu & van Kleunen, 2017). Importantly, non-native plants can change resource dynamics 
and facilitate their own invasion as well as invasion of other plant species (Evans et al., 
2001; Allison & Vitousek, 2004; Ehrenfeld, 2010). Disturbance is any relatively discrete 
event in time that disrupts ecosystem, community, or population structure and that 
changes resources, substrate availability, or the physical environment (White & Pickett, 
1985). Both natural and human-made disturbances vary in terms of their characteristics, 
namely type, intensity, frequency, and spatial pattern, which make any generalization 
about their effect on plant invasions difficult. It is, however, widely accepted that it is not 
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disturbance per se but a modification of the existing disturbance regime that predicts 
invasibility (Hobbs & Huenneke, 1992; Moles et al., 2012). Such modifications are often 
a result of direct human activity (Beauséjour et al., 2015; Calinger et al., 2015), although 
invasive organisms themselves can be either disturbance agents (Bohlen et al., 2004; 
Lovett et al., 2016) or modifiers of disturbance regimes (Mack & D'Antonio, 1998; 
McGranahan et al., 2018). 
Newly introduced non-native plants interact with native, previously established 
non-native plants, as well as other groups of organisms, and these interactions may or 
may not qualitatively differ from the interactions in the species’ native range. Although 
biotic interactions occur at the individual plant level, they have consequences for 
invasion success at large spatial scales. Biotic interactions are the core of several most 
influential hypotheses in invasion ecology (Mitchell et al., 2006; Catford et al., 2009). At 
the local scale, resident species richness is known to negatively correlate with 
susceptibility to invasions, which is likely because a more species-rich community 
occupies more of the available niche space (the diversity–invasibility hypothesis; Levine 
et al., 2004). The enemy release hypothesis predicts that in the absence of specialist 
herbivores and pathogens, non-native plants reallocate resources from defense to growth 
and reproduction, whereas native species may reciprocally experience higher biomass 
loss from natural enemies and subsequent decrease in competitive ability when growing 
with non-natives (Keane & Crawley, 2002). In continuation of this, the evolution of 
increased competitive ability hypothesis says that under reduced loads of natural enemies 
in the introduced range, selection will work towards genotypes that are less resistant to 
enemies but grow more vigorously (Blossey & Notzold, 1995). Many studies have 
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claimed the support for these two hypotheses by showing either increased susceptibility 
to enemies (Siemann & Rogers, 2003; Wolfe et al., 2004), higher growth and fecundity in 
the absence of competition (Willis & Blossey, 1999; Maron et al., 2004), or increased 
competitive ability (Barney et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2013) of non-native vs. native 
populations. Yet, the evidence from other studies serves against enemy release and 
subsequent increase in competitive ability (Leger & Rice, 2003; van Kleunen & Schmid, 
2003; Vilà et al., 2003; Bossdorf et al., 2004; McKenney et al., 2007; Gruntman et al., 
2014). Additionally, it has been shown that enemy release decreases with time since 
introduction because native natural enemies adapt to and start utilizing the invader 
(Brändle et al., 2008; Diez et al., 2010). 
Another hypothesis of plant invasiveness that is based on the difference of biotic 
interactions in the introduced vs. native range is the novel weapons hypothesis (Callaway 
& Ridenour, 2004; Ridenour et al., 2008). It predicts that allopathy (i.e., the release of 
secondary chemicals that suppress plant growth) can promote non-native species 
dominance in communities that are evolutionary not adapted to allelopathy, and selection 
would thereby favor non-native genotypes with higher allelopathic activity. Multiple 
studies have provided support for this hypothesis (Callaway & Aschehoug, 2000; Gómez‐
Aparicio & Canham, 2008; Prati & Bossdorf, 2004; He et al., 2009; Thorpe et al., 2009), 
suggesting that allelopathy could indeed be responsible for the ability of non-native 
plants to displace natives. At the same time, recent evidence shows that naïve genotypes 
of native plants are not necessarily more affected by an allelopathic invader than 
experienced genotypes (Gruntman et al., 2016), and native plants can increase in 
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tolerance to allelopathic invaders over time, which allows them to coexist (Huang et al., 
2018). 
Finally, as most ecosystems are currently invaded by more than one non-native 
species, interactions between non-native organisms have recently received increased 
attention from ecologists. In some cases, non-native species can facilitate each other, 
imposing non-additive impacts on invaded ecosystems; this phenomenon is known as 
“invasional meltdown” (Simberloff & Van Holle, 1999; Montgomery et al., 2012; Wood 
et al., 2015). In turn, negative interactions among non-native plant species may hide a 
potential for a suppressed species to increase in population size when a competitive 
dominant is removed. This phenomenon is referred to as “secondary invasion” (Pearson 
et al., 2009), “invasion treadmill” (Thomas & Reid, 2007), “surprise effects” (Caut et al., 
2009), and “invasional interference” (Yang et al., 2011). 
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2.1. Abstract 
High competitive ability has often been invoked as a key determinant of 
invasion success and ecological impacts of non-native plants. Yet our understanding of 
the strategies that non-natives use to gain competitive dominance remains limited. 
Particularly, it is unknown whether the two non-mutually exclusive competitive 
strategies, neighbor suppression and neighbor tolerance, are equally important for the 
competitive advantage of non-native plants. Here, we analyze data from 192 peer-
reviewed studies on pairwise plant competition within a Bayesian multilevel meta-
analytic framework and show that non-native plants outperform their native counterparts 
due to high tolerance of competition, as opposed to strong suppressive ability. 
Competitive tolerance ability of non-native plants was driven by neighbor’s origin and 
was expressed in response to a heterospecific native but not heterospecific non-native 
neighbor. In contrast to natives, non-native species were not more suppressed by hetero- 
vs. conspecific neighbors, which was partially due to higher intensity of intraspecific 
competition among non-natives. Heterogeneity in the data was primarily associated with 
methodological differences among studies and not with phylogenetic relatedness among 
species. Altogether, our synthesis demonstrates that non-native plants are competitively 
distinct from native plants and challenges the common notion that neighbor suppression 
is the primary strategy for plant invasion success. 
 
KEY WORDS: Bayesian multilevel meta-analysis, competitive strategy, inter- vs. 
intraspecific competition, net neighbor effect, non-native invasive plants, pairwise 
competition, phylogenetic correction, statistical non-independence. 
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2.2. Introduction 
High competitive ability has often been invoked as a key determinant of 
invasion success and ecological impacts of non-native plants (Levine 2003; Gioria & 
Osborne 2014). Yet our understanding of the strategies that non-natives use to gain 
competitive dominance remains limited. Non-native plants are often assumed to be good 
suppressors of their native counterparts via superior resource acquisition or allelopathic 
activity (i.e. express high competitive effects sensu Goldberg 1990; Ridenour & 
Callaway 2001; Vilà & Weiner 2004; Garcia-Serrano et al. 2007; Kueffer et al. 2007; 
Maron & Marler 2008; Kuebbing & Nuñez 2016; but see Daehler 2003; Dawson et al. 
2011; Dostál 2011; Perkins & Hatfield 2014). However, theory suggests that neighbor 
confrontation is not always an optimal competitive strategy in plants (Goldberg 1990; 
Novoplansky 2009). Specifically, the ability to suppress neighboring plants is likely to 
provide an advantage only at early stages of succession and in the presence of 
disturbance, whereas the ability to tolerate unfavorable conditions associated with the 
presence of neighbors (i.e. low competitive response sensu Goldberg 1990) would 
determine species composition in late-successional communities (Goldberg 1990; 
MacDougall & Turkington 2004). Indeed, high neighbor tolerance has been demonstrated 
for many non-native plant species invading undisturbed communities (MacDougall & 
Turkington 2004; Suding et al. 2004; Maron & Marler 2008; Callaway et al. 2011). 
Moreover, it has been shown that non-native plants have a potential to evolve towards 
increased neighbor tolerance (Huang et al. 2018). Similarly, increased competitive 
tolerance has been proposed as a mechanism of coexistence of native with highly 
abundant non-native plants (Goergen et al. 2011; Oduor 2013; Fletcher et al. 2016). 
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Neighbor suppression and neighbor tolerance are not mutually exclusive 
strategies, yet are often associated with different sets of traits, suggesting a potentially 
different adaptive value for non-native plants (Goldberg & Landa 1991; Keddy et al. 
1994; Cahill et al. 2005; Baron et al. 2015). Specifically, suppressive ability is closely 
associated with size-related traits (Gaudet & Keddy 1988; Cahill et al. 2005; Violle et al. 
2009; Wang et al. 2010) and allelopathic activity (Callaway & Aschehoug 2000; Hierro 
& Callaway 2003; Callaway & Ridenour 2004), and several hypotheses relate species 
invasion success precisely to those traits and predict directional selection on them in the 
new range (e.g. the evolution of increased competitive ability hypothesis; Blossey & 
Nötzold 1995; the enemy release hypothesis; Keane & Crawley 2002; the novel weapons 
hypothesis; Callaway & Ridenour 2004; Ridenour et al. 2008). Meanwhile, competitive 
tolerance appears to be highly contingent upon the identity of the neighboring plant and 
environmental context, and thus cannot be related to any fixed set of traits (Wang et al. 
2010; Baron et al. 2015). Moreover, competitive tolerance can appear either in the form 
of stress tolerance (i.e. the ability to tolerate low resource levels or high concentrations of 
allelopathic chemicals) or as partial avoidance of competition via niche divergence. The 
role of the latter for invasion success has been articulated in such influential hypotheses 
as Darwin’s naturalization hypothesis (Darwin 1859; a.k.a. the competition-relatedness 
hypothesis; Cahill et al. 2008) and the empty niche hypothesis (Elton 1958; Stachowicz & 
Tilman 2005), which both predict that the ability of non-native species to effectively use 
underutilized resources allows them to establish and thrive in the novel range. Contrary to 
suppressive ability, possible selection towards increased competitive tolerance in non-
native species has not been theoretically framed. 
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Which of the two competitive strategies prevails among non-native plants has 
not been rigorously tested. Empirical studies and syntheses on plant competition 
involving non-natives have primarily focused on competitive effects of native and non-
native plants on each other, which only allows inference about competitive superiority 
(Vilà & Weiner 2004). However, combining data on competition between native and 
non-native plants with the vast evidence on competition among native and non-native 
plants permits the assessment of the importance of competitive suppression vs. tolerance 
for invasion success. Specifically, if non-native plants are inherently stronger suppressors 
than native plants, the performance of native and non-native plants will be reduced more 
by heterospecific non-native than heterospecific native neighbors. If non-natives are 
innately more tolerant to interspecific competition than natives, they will be affected by 
competition from heterospecifics less than native species. If non-natives intrinsically 
surpass natives at both competitive suppression and tolerance, reduced performance due 
to competition with a non-native will be observed in native but not in other non-native 
species. Alternatively, a competitive advantage of non-native plants might be driven by a 
distinct eco-evolutionary context in the novel range and thus will arise in the form of 
suppression, tolerance, or both, only relative to native species (Callaway & Aschehoug 
2000; Callaway & Ridenour 2004; Ridenour et al. 2008).  
The actual mechanisms and the magnitude of interspecific plant competition are 
highly variable across species (Weigelt et al. 2002), genotypes (Cahill et al. 2005; 
Bossdorf et al. 2009), environmental gradients (Grime 1973; Wilson & Keddy 1986; He 
et al. 2013), and over time (Connolly et al. 1990; Mangla et al. 2011), and depend on 
species establishment order (Goldberg et al. 2001; MacDougall & Turkington 2004) and 
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coevolutionary history (Aarssen 1983). This implies that any generalization on plant 
competition is prone to bias. The two major potential sources of bias are artifacts of 
experimental design and inherent data structure. The former bears a risk of artificially 
exaggerating the magnitude of the competitive effect of non-native species due to 
inappropriate choice of species or environmental conditions (Vilà & Weiner 2004; 
Passioura 2006; Dalling et al. 2013; Papera & Bossdorf 2016). Meanwhile, the latter is 
associated with the presence of non-independence (i.e. correlative structures), which, if 
not accounted for, can lead to erroneous conclusions due to inflation of Type I error 
(Nakagawa & Santos 2012). Non-independence arises when multiple effect sizes are 
obtained from a single study, a common control is used for calculating multiple effect 
sizes, or some species are represented in the data more than once; phylogenetic 
relatedness among species is another possible source of non-independence (Olkin & 
Gleser 2009; Nakagawa & Santos 2012). Failing to acknowledge, for example, species- 
and study-level non-independence could result in a bias towards a most common species 
in the dataset or experimental conditions of a study with the highest number of effect 
sizes. To our knowledge, non-independence has not been incorporated in previous 
syntheses on plant competition involving non-natives (e.g. Vilà & Weiner 2004; 
Kuebbing & Nuñez 2016).  
To assess the relative importance of competitive suppression and tolerance for 
non-native plants, we synthesized the extensive experimental evidence on pairwise plant 
competition within a Bayesian multilevel meta-analytic framework. Our dataset 
comprised 3,415 observations from 192 studies published between 1981–2017 and was 
representative of 471 plant species from 283 genera and 73 families. The use of the 
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multilevel approach allowed us to account for non-independence while preserving 
original heterogeneity in the data and to explore the data using meta-regressions. We 
aimed to answer the following questions: 1) Do heterospecific non-native neighbors 
suppress native plants more than heterospecific native neighbors? 2) Are non-native 
plants more competitively tolerant than native plants? 3) Do native and non-native plants 
differ in the intensity of inter- vs. intraspecific competition? 4) Is the intensity of 
interspecific competition mediated by phylogenetic relatedness? 5) Are neighbor 
suppression and tolerance associated with any particular species traits, environmental 
conditions or attributes of study design? By addressing these questions, our study 
provides a comprehensive analysis of competitive strategies of vascular plants through 
the prism of biogeographic origin. Our study highlights differential competitive behavior 
of non-native and native plant species and outlines future research directions on the 
mechanisms and the role of competition in promoting invasiveness and coexistence of 
plant species of different biogeographic origin. 
 
2.3. Material and Methods 
2.3.1. Literature search 
We compiled a comprehensive database of peer-reviewed studies on pairwise 
plant competition in several steps. First, we searched ISI Web of Science Core Collection 
database for studies involving non-native species using the search combination: Topic = 
((invasi* OR invad* OR alien OR exotic OR introduced OR non*native OR 
non*indigenous OR weed*) AND (compet* OR interference OR facilitat* OR interact*) 
AND (plant* OR tree* OR shrub* OR herb OR herbs OR forb* OR grass OR grasses OR 
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graminoid* OR vine* OR liana* OR cact* OR sedge* OR fern*)) AND Research Area = 
(environment* NOT marine NOT agriculture). Next, we conducted ISI Web of Science 
search of studies on competition among native species, explicitly excluding non-natives 
from the search combination: Topic = ((compet* OR interference OR facilitat* OR 
interact*) AND (plant* OR tree* OR shrub* OR herb OR herbs OR forb* OR grass OR 
grasses OR graminoid* OR vine* OR liana* OR cact* OR sedge* OR fern*) NOT 
(invasi* OR invad* OR alien OR exotic OR introduced OR non*native OR 
non*indigenous OR weed*)) AND Research Area = (environment* NOT marine NOT 
agriculture). We did not impose restrictions in terms of publication date and language on 
our searches. We carried out the two initial searches in September 2015 and updated our 
database on a weekly basis using the same search criteria via Web of Science alerts until 
December 2016. The two searches returned 27,854 publications. To select relevant 
studies, we first refined the results of the searches based on research area and journal title 
and then screened titles and abstracts of the remaining publications using a GUI screener 
included in the package METAGEAR (Lajeunesse 2016) in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016). 
The database was further supplemented with relevant publications cited in pre-selected 
studies and previous syntheses on plant interactions (Callaway 1995; Vilà & Weiner 
2004; Bruno et al. 2005; Maestre et al. 2005; Lortie 2010; Bonanomi et al. 2011; Abella 
& Smith 2013; He et al. 2013; Kuebbing & Nuñez 2014; Iacarella et al. 2015).  
Studies were included in our database if they met all the following criteria: (1) a 
manipulative study designed as an additive (including removal) or replacement series 
(see Appendix S2 for details on experimental designs of plant competition studies); (2) 
conducted in a field setting or under controlled conditions in terrestrial ecosystems 
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excluding cropping systems; (3) a study system with two naturally co-occurring and 
taxonomically identified vascular plant species; (4) a target species deliberately planted 
into a natural or experimentally manipulated neighbor species community comprising at 
least one individual; (5) study design allowed for a full range of interaction mechanisms 
(i.e. studies looking only at allelopathy, root competition, etc. were not considered); (6) 
final total or aboveground biomass of a target species in a control and competition 
treatment measured via destructive harvesting and reported as either raw data or summary 
statistics. Out of 745 relevant studies, 192 studies published between 1981–2017 met our 
criteria and were used for statistical analyses (see Appendix S1). 
 
2.3.2. Data collection 
We extracted data using the following rules: (1) if both total and aboveground 
biomass were reported and/or measurements were taken repeatedly on the same sampling 
unit, results on total biomass and of the final measurement were included to avoid 
pseudoreplication (Gurevitch et al. 1992); (2) final biomass of each species in a 
competition treatment was considered an independent observation; (3) each unique 
combination of factors manipulated in a study was considered an independent 
observation (e.g. if a study looked at competition across multiple nutrient levels, we 
extracted data for each nutrient level). For each observation, we recorded final sample 
size, the mean, and the standard deviation for the final biomass of a target species in a 
control and competition treatment. When the median and the range were reported, we 
used them to approximate the mean and the variance as in Hozo et al. (2005). Numeric 
data from figures were extracted using the software GetData Graph Digitizer 
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(http://www.getdata-graph-digitizer.com). We checked and, if necessary, updated the 
names of plant species included in our dataset and collected data on biogeographic origin 
and traits of plant species as well as on study details (see Data collection in Appendix S2 
for more details). Our final dataset contained 3,415 observations, of which 1,743 and 
1,672 corresponded to the additive and replacement series study design, respectively. The 
dataset included 471 species from 283 genera and 73 families. 
To incorporate phylogenetic relatedness into our analyses and to test the 
competition-relatedness hypothesis (Cahill et al. 2008), we used a recently published 
molecular phylogeny of 32,223 land plant species (Zanne et al. 2014). The phylogeny 
was generated using a maximum likelihood approach based on data from seven gene 
regions (18S, 26S, ITS, matK, rbcL, atpB, and trnLF) and calibrated using fossil data. 
The full phylogeny is available at the Dryad Digital Repository 
(http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.63q27/). Out of 471 species represented in our datasets, 
339 were included in the published phylogeny. We calculated pairwise phylogenetic 
distances among all species in the phylogeny using the function ‘cophenetic.phylo’, 
trimmed the published phylogeny to obtain phylogenies for target and neighbor species 
using the function ‘drop.tip’, and used the trimmed trees to calculate phylogenetic 
correlation matrices under the Brownian motion model of evolution using the function 
‘vcv.phylo’ in the package ape (Paradis et al. 2004) in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016). 
 
2.3.3. Effect size calculation 
We used the data from additive and replacement series experiments to calculate 
absolute net neighbor effects (ANNE) and relative net neighbor effects (RNNE), 
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respectively. The ANNE was defined as the mean standardized difference between the 
final biomass of a species in the presence of a heterospecific neighbor vs. when grown in 
isolation. The RNNE was defined as the mean standardized difference between the final 
biomass of a species in the presence of a heterospecific vs. conspecific neighbor. ANNEs 
and RNNEs were quantified using Hedges' d effect size statistic. To assess the magnitude 
of competitive inequality within pairs of species, we calculated the absolute differences 
between reciprocal ANNEs (NANNE pairs = 637). To assess the degree of competitive 
release when competing with hetero- vs. conspecifics, averaged across two species, we 
calculated the sums of reciprocal RNNEs (NRNNE pairs = 707; see Effect size calculation in 
Appendix S2 for more details). The four effect size statistics were analyzed 
independently. 
 
2.3.4. Statistical models 
All statistical analyses were performed within a Bayesian multilevel modeling 
framework. The advantages of the Bayesian approach are that (1) all parameters are 
modeled with uncertainty; (2) direct probability statements about quantities of interest 
can be made; (3) additional relevant information can be incorporated via priors; (4) and 
importantly, complex data structures can be accommodated for (Sutton & Abrams 2001). 
To calculate the overall mean effects and assess heterogeneity, we initially developed two 
multilevel models, without and with phylogenetic correction; the latter can be written as:  %&&'()*+,'- = /- + 123[5] + 178[5] + 923[5] + 978[5] + :;[-] + <=[-] + '- + >- (2.1) /- = ?@ + ?ABA5        (2.2) 12~DEF, HIJ$ KLM        (2.3) 
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17~DEF, HIN$ KOM       (2.4) 92~DEF, HPJ$ QLM        (2.5) 97~DEF, HPN$ QOM        (2.6) :~DEF, HR$QSTUVM       (2.7) <~DEF, HW$QSXYTZM       (2.8) '~D(F, H\$Q]^S)        (2.9) >~D(F,`)        (2.10) 
where %&&'()*+,'- is the estimated effect size statistic for the ith observation (i = 1, …, 
Nobs); /- is the overall mean for the ith observation; ?@ and ?A are regression coefficients; BA5 is the proportion of a target species in a competition treatment centered at 0.5 for the 
ith observation; 123[5]is the phylogenetic effect of the kth target species (k = 1, …, Ntarget); 178[5] is the phylogenetic effect of the lth neighbor species (l = 1, …, Nneighbor); 923[5] is the 
residual (i.e. not explained by phylogeny) effect of the kth target species; 978[5] is the 
residual effect of the lth neighbor species;	:;[-] is the effect of the hth sampling 
dependency group (i.e. common control group) (h = 1, …., Nsdep); <=[-] is the effect of the 
jth study (j = 1,…, Nstudy); '- is the residual effect of the ith observation; >- is the 
measured sampling error associated with %&&'()*+,'-; HIJ$  is the phylogenetic variance 
at the target-species level; HIN$  is the phylogenetic variance at the neighbor-species level; HPJ$  is the residual variance at the target-species level; HPN$  is the residual variance at the 
neighbor-species level; HR$ is the variance at the sampling-dependency-group level; HW$ is 
the study-level variance; H\$ is the residual variance; KL is the Ntarget by Ntarget 
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phylogenetic correlation matrix for target species; KO is the Nneighbor by Nneighbor 
phylogenetic correlation matrix for neighbor species; QL is a Ntarget by Ntarget identity 
matrix; QO is a Nneighbor by Nneighbor identity matrix; QSTUV is a Nsdep by Nsdep identity 
matrix; QSXYTZ is a Nstudy by Nstudy identity matrix; Q]^S is a Nobs by Nobs identity matrix; 
and M is a Nobs by Nobs diagonal matrix with sampling variances on the diagonal (see 
Effect size calculation in Appendix S2 for details on sampling variance calculation). The 
model without phylogenetic correction did not include the phylogenetic effects, 12 
and	17. We independently fitted the models without and with phylogenetic correction to 
the data on all ANNEs, all RNNEs, reciprocal ANNEs (a subset of the ANNE dataset), 
reciprocal RNNEs (a subset of the RNNE dataset), competitive inequality, and 
competitive release. We analyzed the data on reciprocal ANNEs and RNNEs because 
then the mean net outcome of pairwise competition could be assessed as the average 
across pairs of competing plant species, thus controlling for competitive inequality. In 
contrast, our full datasets contained multiple unpaired observations, which could 
potentially affect the estimates of the mean net neighbor effect of native on native and 
non-native on non-native plants. Data for analyses with phylogenetic correction were 
restricted to the species included in the published phylogeny (Zanne et al. 2014). To 
control for differences in the full and phylogeny-restricted datasets, we additionally 
performed analyses without phylogenetic correction on the phylogeny-restricted datasets. 
To estimate the mean net neighbor effects for each of the four unique 
permutations of target and neighbor origins (i.e. native target and native neighbor; native 
target and non-native neighbor; non-native target and native neighbor; and non-native 
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target and non-native neighbor), we extended our two initial models by allowing the 
intercept, ?@, in Eq. 2 to vary between the species origin permutations: /- = ?@b[5] + ?ABA5       (2.11) 
where ?@b[5] is the regression intercept for the gth species origin permutation (g = 1, 2, 3, 
4); and the other notations are as in Eq. 2. To further explain heterogeneity that was 
captured at the study, species, and observation levels, we iteratively augmented the initial 
models with additional predictors (e.g. study duration, global invasion status and N-fixing 
ability of species, etc.; see Data Collection in Appendix S2 for description of predictors 
and Table S1 in Appendix S5 for the full list of models). Continuous predictors were 
mean-centered and scaled prior to analyses to improve model fitting and facilitate across-
model comparisons. 
To test the competition-relatedness hypothesis, we independently assessed the 
relationship between the pair-averaged intensity of competition, competitive inequality, 
and competitive release (response variable) and the target-neighbor phylogenetic distance 
(predictor) using an exponential function of the form c = 1(1 − 'fgh). This non-linear 
function is rooted at 0, ranges from linear to asymptotic, and was previously shown to 
provide a good fit for the relationship between competition and phylogenetic relatedness 
(Godoy et al. 2014). When necessary, a response variable was centered around the 
minimum value prior to analyses to avoid negative values. We incorporated the 
exponential function into Eq. 2 of our model with phylogenetic correction, allowing 
parameters 1 and ? to vary depending on whether competing species were monocots or 
eudicots (Cahill et al. 2008):  %&&'()*+,'- = /- + 123[5] + 178[5] + 923[5] + 978[5] + :;[-] + <=[-] + '- + >- (2.12) 
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/- = 1i[-]E1 − 'gj[5]hk5M + ?ABA5      (2.13) 
where %&&'()*+,'- is the measured intensity of competition, competitive inequality, or 
competitive release; 1i[-] and ?i[-] are coefficients of the exponential function for the 
mth monocot/eudicot group (m = 1 when at least one species in a competing pair is a 
monocot; m = 2 when both species are eudicots); B@5 is the phylogenetic distance between 
two species in the ith pair of reciprocal effects (i = 1, …, Npairs); and the other notations 
are as in Eqs 1–2. 
2.3.5. Computational implementation 
Full Bayesian statistical inference was performed using the Hamiltonian Monte 
Carlo sampling algorithm implemented in the modeling software Stan (Carpenter et al. 
2017). We used non-centered parametrization for all grouping effects in our models, 
which allowed us to increase the sampling efficiency and directly estimate all variances 
(Betancourt & Girolami 2015; Stan Development Team 2016a). In all our models, the 
overall mean effects and predictors were given Normal(0, 52) priors and scale parameters H$ were given half-Normal(0, 52) priors, except for HIN$  and HIJ$ , which were modeled 
with Gamma(2, 2) priors. The parameters 1 and ? in the relatedness-competition model 
(Eq. 13) were given half-Normal(0, 52) and Gamma(2, 2) priors, respectively. The chosen 
priors were weakly informative because they contained enough information to leave out 
unreasonable parameter values (i.e. regularize the extreme inferences that can be obtained 
using non-informative priors) while not restraining parameter estimation (Simpson et al. 
2017). The inference regularization allowed us to improve fitting and speed up 
convergence of the models with phylogenetic correction. For each model, we ran three 
chains with 20,000 iterations per chain, starting from default values. We used the first 
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half of each chain as a warm-up and thinned the other half at the interval of 20, which 
resulted in a posterior sample of 1,500 for each parameter. We used default settings for 
Stan, except for decreasing the initial step size from its default of 1 to 0.5 and increasing 
the target acceptance rate from 0.8 to 0.999 to avoid divergent transitions (Stan 
Development Team 2016a). To assess mixing, we visually examined traceplots and 
calculated autocorrelation in chains. We checked convergence with the potential scale 
reduction factor, !l, which is close to 1 at convergence (Gelman & Rubin 1992). All 
Bayesian analyses were performed in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016) using the package 
rstan, which provides an R interface to Stan (Stan Development Team 2016b). Stan code 
for all models is provided in Appendix S3. 
 
2.3.6. Model evaluation and pairwise comparisons 
To evaluate the predictive accuracy of our models, we performed approximate 
leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validations using Pareto smoothed importance sampling 
implemented in the package loo (Vehtari et al. 2016) in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016). 
The reliability of the method depends on the shape of the generalized Pareto distribution; 
we therefore assessed the values of the tail shape parameter k in each model to ensure that 
most values were between -∞ and 0.7 (Vehtari et al. 2016). The results of the 
approximate LOO cross-validations were summarized with the LOO information 
criterion (LOOIC) and its standard error, both of which were as well estimated using the 
package loo (Vehtari et al. 2016) in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016). In addition, for our 
final models (i.e. models with the lowest LOOIC), we generated predicted values using 
the observed predictors’ values (replicated data sensu Gelman et al. 2015) and 
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graphically inspected discrepancies between observed and predicted values. An effect 
was considered significant if its 95% posterior credible interval did not contain zero. 
Similarly, two effects were considered significantly different if the 95% posterior 
credible interval of the difference between these effects (D) did not overlap with zero. 
Pairwise differences were not adjusted for multiple comparisons because the Bayesian 
multilevel approach, when applied in combination with appropriate, centered at no effect 
priors, provides highly conservative inference that does not require further correction for 
multiple comparisons (Gelman et al. 2012). Posterior distributions are reported as the 
posterior means and the 95% posterior credible intervals. 
 
2.3.7. Quantifying heterogeneity 
The reliability of the overall trend estimated by meta-analysis depends on the 
degree of consistency among individual studies (i.e. heterogeneity). Following the 
approach proposed by Nakagawa & Santos (2012), we quantified the total heterogeneity, Hmnm$ , as the sum of all variance components in a model; Hmnm$  in the model with 
phylogenetic correction was calculated as follows: Hmnm$ = HIJ$ + HIN$ + HPJ$ + HPN$ + HR$ + HW$ + H\$ + Hi$     (2.14) 
where Hi$  is the total sampling variance; and the other notations are as above. The total 
sampling variance, Hi$ , was estimated as follows: o = p −pq(qrpq)fAqrp      (2.15) Hi$ = sftuv[w]        (2.16) 
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where p is a diagonal matrix with the inverse sampling variances on the diagonal; q is 
the design matrix; x is the number of observations; y is the number of columns in q; and tr[o] is the trace of the o matrix. We calculated the relative amounts of heterogeneity 
captured by individual grouping effects as the ratio of the variance associated with a 
specific grouping effect to the total heterogeneity. Such approach to quantifying 
heterogeneity is an extension of the common practice of calculating the |$ statistic 
(Higgins & Thompson 2002) to a multilevel meta-analytic setting (Nakagawa & Santos 
2012). For example, the study-level heterogeneity, |W$, can be written as follows: |W$ = }~}ÄÅÄ .        (2.17) 
Similarly, we quantified phylogenetic signals for target and neighbor species, Ç2$ and Ç7$ , 
as the ratio of the phylogenetic variance for target and neighbor species, respectively, to 
the sum of all variance components in a model except for the total sampling variance, Hi$ . 
Using the same notation, the two phylogenetic signals can be written as follows: 
Ç2$ = }ÉJ}ÉJ Ñ}ÉN Ñ}ÖJ Ñ}ÖN Ñ}ÜÑ}~Ñ}á      (2.18) Ç7$ = }ÉN}ÉJ Ñ}ÉN Ñ}ÖJ Ñ}ÖN Ñ}ÜÑ}~Ñ}á.      (2.19) 
The phylogenetic effects, Ç2$ or Ç7$ , range between 0 and 1 and are equivalent to 
Pagel’s à (Pagel 1999) (discussed in Nakagawa & Santos 2012). 
 
2.3.8. Publication bias 
Publication bias occurs whenever the research that appears in the published 
literature is systematically unrepresentative of the population of completed studies 
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(Rothstein et al. 2005). The most commonly addressed type of publication bias is when 
statistically significant results have a higher chance to be published than otherwise (i.e. 
the “file drawer problem”; Rothstein et al. 2005). We tested for the presence of this type 
of bias in our data by exploring asymmetry in funnel plots. We visually inspected 
contour-enhanced funnel plots (Peters et al. 2008) of the posterior means of meta-analytic 
residuals (i.e. the sums of observation-level errors, '-, and sampling errors, >-) of our 
final models against precisions (i.e. inverse of sampling errors, â-) created with the 
package meta (Schwarzer 2007) in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016). In addition, we 
performed an Egger’s regression analysis on the posterior means of meta-analytic 
residuals as described in Nakagawa & Santos (2012). The modified Egger’s regression 
model can be written as follows: ]~D(?@ + ?A√ã, Hn$QM       (2.20) å- = ('- + >-)çâ-       (2.21) 
where ?@ and ?A are regression coefficients;	Hn$ is the residual regression variance; Q is a 
Nobs by Nobs identity matrix; '- is the observation-level (i.e. residual) error for the ith 
observation (i = 1, …, Nobs); >- is the sampling error associated with the ith effect size; â-	is the inverse of the sampling variance associated with the ith effect size. When the 
intercept, ?@, is significantly different from zero, one concludes that there is evidence for 
publication bias (Nakagawa & Santos 2012). Meta-analytic residuals were used instead of 
initially proposed effect size estimates because non-independence of effect sizes violated 
the assumptions of the original methods (Peters et al. 2008; Egger et al. 1997). We also 
tested for time-lag bias, which occurs when effect size correlates with publication date, 
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by including the year of publication as a predictor in our initial models (Trikalinos & 
Ioannidis 2005). 
 
2.4. Results 
2.4.1. Net neighbor effects 
Overall, target plants were negatively affected by the presence of a 
heterospecific neighbor (overall mean ANNE: -1.06 [-1.25, -0.86]; overall mean 
reciprocal ANNE: -0.95 [-1.19, -0.72]). However, the magnitude of competitive 
suppression varied with biogeographic origin of a target and a neighbor species (Fig. 2.1). 
The results on all data were largely consistent with the results on reciprocal net neighbor 
effects (Fig. 2.1) and none of those were affected by phylogenetic correction (Fig. 2.2). 
Non-native neighbors were, on average, equally strong suppressors against heterospecific 
native and heterospecific non-native plants (D all ANNEs: 0.01 [-0.22, 0.25]; D reciprocal 
ANNEs: -0.02 [-0.26, 0.24]; Fig. 2.1a,c). Likewise, the mean absolute effect of native on 
native was comparable to that of native on non-native (D all ANNEs: -0.13 [-0.32, 0.07]; 
D reciprocal ANNEs: -0.22 [-0.46, 0.01]; Fig. 2.1a,c). The mean absolute effect of non-
native on native was not different from the effect of native on native (D all ANNEs: -0.18 
[-0.38, 0.01]; D reciprocal ANNEs: -0.07 [-0.27, 0.14]; Fig. 2.1a,c). At the same time, 
non-natives were significantly less affected by the presence of a heterospecific native 
than heterospecific non-native neighbor (D all ANNEs: 0.30 [0.07, 0.52]; D reciprocal 
ANNEs: 0.32 [0.09, 0.55]), whereas natives were more affected by the presence of a 
heterospecific non-native than vice versa (D all ANNEs: -0.31 [-0.53, -0.10]; D reciprocal 
ANNEs: -0.29 [-0.56, -0.06]; Fig. 2.1a,c).  
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On average, native plants were more suppressed by hetero- than conspecific 
neighbors, whereas for non-native plants, the intensities of intra- and interspecific 
competition were nearly equal (Fig. 2.1b,d). In agreement with the results on the absolute 
effects, native plants were not more suppressed by heterospecific non-native than 
heterospecific native neighbors, as compared to conspecific neighbors (D all RNNEs: -
0.12 [-0.52, 0.29]; D reciprocal RNNEs: -0.34 [-0.85, 0.17]; Fig. 2.1b,d). In the 
meantime, relative to interspecific competition, non-natives tended to compete more 
intensely with heterospecific non-native than heterospecific native neighbors, yet this was 
significant only when all data were analyzed (D all RNNEs: -0.49 [-0.96, -0.04]; D 
reciprocal RNNEs: -0.34 [-0.85, 0.17]; Fig. 2.1b,d). 
The slope associated with the proportion of a target species in the competition 
treatment was significantly positive across all models on the net neighbor effects. 
 
2.4.2. Competitive inequality and competitive release 
Overall, pairs of competing species differed in terms of their absolute effects on 
each other (overall mean competitive inequality: 1.23 [1.03, 1.45]); yet the magnitude of 
competitive inequality varied across the three origin-defined types of two-species 
combinations (Fig. 2.3a). Specifically, pairs of native species had, on average, more 
similar competitive abilities than non-native heterospecific pairs (D competitive 
inequality: 0.39 [0.02, 0.76]); meanwhile, competitive inequality across native–non-
native pairs did not significantly differ from that of native (D competitive inequality: 0.21 
[-0.02, 0.45]) and non-native pairs (D competitive inequality: -0.18 [-0.46, 0.13]; Fig. 
2.3a). The magnitude of competitive release in inter- vs. intraspecific competition 
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Figure 2.1: On average, non-native plants were less affected by competition from heterospecific 
native than heterospecific non-native (a, c) but not conspecific neighbors (b, d). Native plants were 
equally suppressed by heterospecific native and heterospecific non-native neighbors (a, c), and these 
effects were stronger than those of conspecific neighbors (b, d). Polygons are mirrored posterior 
kernel density plots, within-polygon horizontal lines from the bottom are 2.5%, 50% and 97.5% 
posterior quantiles, within-polygon points are the posterior means, and within-polygon vertical lines 
are the posterior standard deviations. Solid horizontal lines are the posterior mean estimates for the 
overall meta-analytic means. Indexes above the polygons indicate significant pairwise differences 
(95% credible interval does not include zero). 
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Figure 2.2: Phylogenetic correction did not change the overall conclusions of the meta-analyses: non-
native plants were less affected by heterospecific native than heterospecific non-native (a, c) but not 
conspecific neighbors (b, d), whereas native plants were equally suppressed by heterospecific native 
and non-native neighbors (a, c) and the magnitude of heterospecific suppression was higher than of 
conspecific suppression (b, d). Note that the results are for the species included in the phylogeny 
(Zanne et al. 2014). Other details are as in Figure 2.1. 
 
in native–non-native pairs was higher than in native pairs (D competitive release: 0.91 
[0.05, 1.75]), but not different from that in non-native pairs (D competitive release: -0.15 
[-0.99, 0.68]; Fig. 2.3b). Phylogenetic correction did not affect these results (Fig. 2.3c,d). 
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Figure 2.3: Averaged across species pairs, paired natives were less different in terms of their effect on 
each other than paired non-natives but not than paired native and non-native species (a). Native–
non-native species pairs experienced greater degree of competitive release in inter- vs. intraspecific 
competition than native but not non-native species pairs (b). Phylogenetic correction did not affect 
the results of pairwise comparisons (c, d). Note that the results in (c, d) are for the species included in 
the phylogeny (Zanne et al. 2014). Other details are as in Figure 2.1.  
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2.4.3. Sources of heterogeneity and model comparison 
Without phylogenetic correction, unexplained heterogeneity constituted 85.6 
[83.6, 87.7]% and 81.0 [77.1, 84.8]% of the total heterogeneity for ANNEs and 90.8 
[89.7, 92.0]% and 91.2 [89.8, 92.6]% of the total heterogeneity for RNNEs in the datasets 
on all and reciprocal effects, respectively. Significant amounts of heterogeneity were 
captured at all levels across all datasets, with the study and observation levels 
consistently being the most and the least important sources of heterogeneity, respectively 
(Fig. 2.4a,b). In the ANNE data, the second largest amount of heterogeneity arose due to 
clustering at the sampling-dependency-group level (i.e. due to the use of common 
controls), followed by heterogeneity at the neighbor- and target- species levels. In the 
RNNE data, more heterogeneity was captured at the neighbor- and target-species than 
sampling-dependency-group level (Fig. 2.4a,b). Interestingly, when only reciprocal 
effects were analyzed, the amounts of heterogeneity at the neighbor- and target-species 
levels were almost equal for both ANNEs and RNNEs (Fig. 2.4a,b). Heterogeneity 
patterns in the models with phylogenetic correction largely followed those in the models 
without phylogenetic correction (Fig. 2.4c,d). We detected significant yet very weak 
phylogenetic signals among neighbor species (all ANNEs: 0.08 [0.01, 0.23]; reciprocal 
ANNEs: 0.1 [0.01, 0.28]; all RNNEs: 0.15 [0.01, 0.4]; reciprocal RNNEs: 0.07 [0.001, 
0.28]) and target species (all ANNEs: 0.05 [0.003, 0.15]; reciprocal ANNEs: 0.1 [0.005, 
0.27]; all RNNEs: 0.07 [0.002, 0.2]; reciprocal RNNEs: 0.06 [0.001, 0.26]).  
Additional predictors only slightly improved the models (Table S2.1). Globally 
invasive plant species were significantly stronger suppressors than globally non-invasive 
species (D from the overall mean effect: -0.33 [-0.60, -0.06]); however, this pattern 
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disappeared after we accounted for local invasion status. N-fixers were more affected by 
heterospecific competition than non-N-fixers (-0.35 [-0.67, -0.02]), regardless of whether 
a neighbor was an N-fixer or not. Trees exhibited significantly weaker competitive 
effects in comparison to other life habit types (0.51 [0.09; 0.95]). In addition, neighbor 
effects tended to be more negative in tropics than on average (-1.78 [-3.24, -0.27]) and as 
the duration of experiment increased (regression slope: -0.11 [-0.23, 0.01]). Experimental  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Distribution of unexplained heterogeneity among different levels in multilevel meta-
analyses on pairwise plant competition. Bars are the posterior means and whiskers are the posterior 
standard deviations.  
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setting and the presence of soil microbiota did not have consistent effects on ANNEs. 
Relative to conspecific neighbors, heterospecific perennials, especially trees, were less 
suppressive than other life forms (perennial: 0.49 [0.03, 0.94]; tree: 1.00 [0.28, 1.77]). In 
water-stressful environments, heterospecific neighbors, particularly those with the CAM 
photosynthetic pathway type, tended to have positive effects compared to conspecific 
neighbors (desert habitat: 3.98 [0.93, 6.99]; CAM photosynthesis: 8.71 [2.71, 14.91]). 
Other predictors did not have consistent effect on RNNEs. Overall, both our initial and 
extended models had high predictive accuracy (Fig. S2.1). 
 
2.4.4. The competition-relatedness hypothesis 
We were not able to provide support for the competition-relatedness hypothesis. 
The exponential curves reached the plateau almost immediately, indicating lack of the 
relationship of phylogenetic distance with the intensity of competition (Fig. S2.2a,b), 
competitive inequality (Fig. S2.2c), and competitive release (Fig. S2.2d). 
 
2.4.5. Publication bias 
We detected a significant funnel plot asymmetry towards highly negative effects 
sizes with small precisions (Fig. S2.3). Year of publication did not explain any 
heterogeneity in the data, pointing to the absence of time-lag bias (model 13 in Table 
S2.1). 
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2.5. Discussion 
2.5.1. Net neighbor effects 
Our synthesis showed that in a heterospecific competitive setting, non-native 
plants tend to outperform native plants, hence agreeing with the findings of previous 
meta-analyses (Vilà & Weiner 2004; Kuebbing & Nuñez 2016). However, contrary to the 
predominant view of non-natives as strong competitive suppressors (Levine 2003; 
Kuebbing & Nuñez 2016), we showed that competitive advantage of non-native plants is 
primarily due to their low responsiveness (i.e. high tolerance) to the presence of a native 
neighbor and not because the degree of suppression they impose on natives is higher than 
that among natives (Fig. 2.1a,c). The observed discrepancy with earlier syntheses (Vilà & 
Weiner 2004; Kuebbing & Nuñez 2016) could be due to methodological differences, 
particularly differences in study inclusion criteria and statistical approach. For example, 
we considered only results of manipulative studies that were presented as individual plant 
biomass (as opposed to combining data from manipulative and observational studies on 
multiple traits). Furthermore, we used the Bayesian multilevel modeling approach, which 
imposes shrinkage on estimated group-level parameters and, in combination with zero-
centered priors, provides highly conservative inference (Gelman et al. 2015).  
Importantly, competitive tolerance of non-natives was evident in relation to 
heterospecific native but not heterospecific non-native plants, suggesting that this 
strategy is more likely to be driven by the distinct eco-evolutionary context in the 
introduced range rather than by the inherent ability of non-natives to withstand 
competition (Fig. 2.1a,c). This result is in agreement with several empirical studies that 
showed low responsiveness of non-native plants to the presence of natives (Bakker & 
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Wilson 2000; Suding et al. 2004; Maron & Marler 2008; French 2012; Mason et al. 
2012) and extends the earlier finding that non-native plants experience lower level of 
interspecific competitive suppression in the introduced relative to native range (Callaway 
et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2014). Several non-mutually inclusive mechanisms could 
potentially lead to high tolerance of non-natives in regard to native heterospecifics. As 
one plausible explanation, non-natives might have evolved in highly competitive 
environments, which provided them with an advantage when introduced to environments 
with lower intensity of interspecific competition than at home. This is in line with the 
evolutionary imbalance hypothesis, which relies on the assumption that species from 
different parts of the world differ in their efficiency in converting resources into offspring 
for a given type of environment (Fridley & Sax 2014). Alternatively, non-native species 
might possess traits that allow them to fill in an “empty” niche and thus partially avoid 
competition with natives. For example, Suding et al. (2004) experimentally demonstrated 
that Centaurea diffusa attained neighbor tolerance via its ability to effectively use 
phosphorus, which was not a limiting resource for natives. Importantly, under such 
circumstances, competitive tolerance of non-native plants can be overridden by forcing 
them to compete with other species for the same resource (Suding et al. 2004; Pearson et 
al. 2017). Lastly, heterospecific neighbor tolerance of non-natives could be at least to a 
certain extent the product of coevolution with native plant species, geared towards long-
term persistence in the new range (Huang et al. 2018). 
Native and non-native plants were clearly distinguished from one another in 
terms of their response to inter- vs. intraspecific competition. Differential response to 
inter- vs. intraspecific competition has been repeatedly documented and interpreted as 
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evidence for the prevalent role of competitive hierarchy (here defined in terms of the 
relative ability to suppress) compared to niche differentiation in structuring native plant 
communities (Willson et al. 1987; Goldberg & Barton 1992; Argyres & Schmitt 1992). 
Specifically, weak competitors are expected to perform better in the presence of con- than 
heterospecifics, while strong competitors often do better when surrounded by hetero- 
relative to conspecifics (Stoll & Prati 2001; Lambers et al. 2004). However, this pattern 
did not fully hold for native vs. non-native species in our study. Although we found that 
natives were less suppressed by hetero- than conspecifics, the origin of a heterospecific 
neighbor was of no importance (Fig. 2.1b,d). Moreover, the effect of a heterospecific 
neighbor on non-natives was not consistently smaller than that of a conspecific neighbor, 
as would be expected if non-natives were strong suppressors (Fig. 2.1b,d). Nevertheless, 
when averaged across competitors, native–non-native pairs were to a larger degree 
released from competition in a hetero- vs. conspecific setting than native species pairs, 
supporting our previous statement that non-natives are competitively tolerant in regard to 
heterospecific natives (Fig. 2.3b). 
Notably, the distinction between native and non-native species in terms of the 
magnitude of competitive release in inter- vs. intraspecific competition was due to their 
differential response to both hetero- and conspecifics. As collectively suggested by our 
results, non-natives were, on average, more affected by intraspecific competition than 
native species (note that we were not able to directly measure the intensity of 
interspecific competition because of the limitations of the experimental designs of 
individual plant competition studies). This is inconsistent with a recent study by Müller et 
al. (2016), who showed that biogeographic origin does not explain the intensity of 
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competition with conspecifics. However, other lines of evidence suggest possible reasons 
for the observed difference. For example, the relative reduction in biomass in 
intraspecific competition might positively correlate with plant’s biomass in isolation 
(Freckleton & Watkinson 2001). This pattern might hold in our data as we found that 
within native–non-native species pairs, biomass of individual non-native plants was, on 
average, greater than that of native plants (0.92 [0.00, 1.87]). Moreover, it has been 
shown that there is a trade-off between intra- and interspecific competitive ability at least 
in some non-native plant species (Lankau & Strauss 2007; Lankau et al. 2009) and that 
non-native species may evolve towards increased intensity of intraspecific competition 
(Huang & Peng 2016), which could be as well reflected in our data.  
On average, non-natives were less equivalent in terms of their competitive 
effects on each other than native species; meanwhile, at odds to our expectation, pairs of 
native and non-native species did not significantly differ in their competitive inequality 
neither from non-native, nor from native species pairs (Fig. 2.3a,c). Given the fact that 
the native ranges of competing non-natives always overlapped, strong reciprocal 
suppression among non-natives could be attributed to higher intensity of interspecific 
competition in their home vs. introduced range, as discussed previously. Alternatively, 
competition between non-native species could be exacerbated upon embedding them into 
a new ecological context, but this requires additional testing. Strong competition among 
non-natives can potentially affect the structure and dynamics of invaded plant 
communities, leading to increased biotic resistance to future invasions compared to 
uninvaded communities. For example, soil nutrient and moisture pre-emption in non-
native-dominated communities have been shown to hamper establishment of other non-
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native plants (Berube & Myers 1982; Davies et al. 2010). Similarly, non-native species 
can be more effective than natives in preventing previously dominant invasive species 
from re-establishment (Davies et al. 2015). Our understanding of plant species 
competition and coexistence in invaded communities will be greatly enhanced by further 
research on multiple non-native species. 
 
2.5.2. Heterogeneity 
Heterogeneity in our data was mainly concentrated at the study level, indicating 
much higher similarity of effect sizes within than between studies (Fig. 2.4). This 
heterogeneity remained largely unexplained since none of the predictors at the study level 
showed a consistent effect. The use of a common control for calculating effect sizes was 
the second most important source of heterogeneity, followed by species-specific effects 
(Fig. 2.4). At the species level, we showed that N-fixers were less tolerant to competition, 
but not necessarily less suppressive of their neighbors than non-N-fixers. The latter, 
however, should not be considered in conflict with the extensive evidence on the 
facilitative role of N-fixers (Gómez-Aparicio et al. 2004). The spatial and temporal scale 
captured by our data was too small for detecting facilitation (Bruno et al. 2003). 
Moreover, soils used in competition experiments might have been initially rich in 
nitrogen, which could negatively affect competitive ability of N-fixers or mitigate their 
positive effect on neighbors (Harpole & Tilman 2007). Phylogenetic relatedness among 
neighbor and target species explained only little heterogeneity in the data and correcting 
for it did not affect the overall results (Figs. 2.2, 2.3). Furthermore, in agreement with 
previous studies (Cahill et al. 2008; Dostál 2011; Fritschie et al. 2014; Godoy et al. 2014; 
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Feng & van Kleunen 2016), we were unable to provide support for the relatedness-
competition hypothesis. As previously suggested, lack of the relationship between 
phylogenetic relatedness and plant competition and coexistence might be because 
phylogeny does not precisely capture average fitness differences and stabilizing niche 
differences among species (Godoy et al. 2014). Notably, the amount of heterogeneity 
remaining after accounting for all the known correlative structures (i.e. residual 
heterogeneity) was negligible, or put another way, variation in the data occurred at the 
levels higher than individual observation. The presence of multiple crossed dependencies 
within our data once again highlights the high context-dependent nature of the process of 
plant competition. We therefore highly encourage the use of a multilevel approach in 
future syntheses on plant competition and invasion. 
 
2.5.3. Publication bias 
We detected a significant negative asymmetry in funnel plots, suggesting that 
our inference could be potentially biased towards negative effect sizes (Fig. S2.3). We 
were not surprised by this as the bias in reporting and interpretation of the results towards 
significant negative effects has long been recognized among studies on species 
competition and invasion (Connell 1983; Warren et al. 2017). However, in contrast to the 
high sensitivity to extreme values of the methods used for detecting publication bias (the 
significance of the Egger’s regression intercept was driven by roughly 6% and 3% of the 
ANNE and RNNE data, respectively), our analyses were robust to potential outliers (Fig. 
S2.1). Moreover, our data were not systematically biased towards one origin group, 
which suggests that origin-level comparisons are largely unaffected by publication bias. 
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More importantly, we stress that the results of this study are representative of the short-
term outcomes of competition in two-species systems under not necessarily realistic 
conditions and therefore might not scale up to community-level patterns (see Duralia & 
Reader 1993; Dormann & Roxburgh 2005; Engel & Weltzin 2008; Martorell & 
Freckleton 2014 for further discussion). Moreover, we used individual plant biomass as a 
proxy for fitness, yet biomass and fitness are not always positively correlated (e.g. 
Colautti & Barrett 2013). When possible, future studies on the role of origin in plant 
competition should incorporate indirect effects that arise in systems with three and more 
species and assess the outcome of competition directly in terms of fitness. 
 
2.5.4. Concluding remarks 
Our study demonstrated that non-native plants are competitively different from 
their heterospecific native counterparts in several ways. Specifically, we showed that, 
contrary to what is commonly believed, neighbor tolerance and not neighbor suppression 
allows non-natives to outperform native plants in a two-species setting. Interestingly, 
even though non-natives were less affected by heterospecific natives than vice versa, 
their overall performance when surrounded by natives was often not enhanced in 
comparison to that in the presence of conspecifics. We also showed that both inter- and 
intraspecific competition tended to be more intense among non-natives that among 
natives. Collectively, our results suggest that reduced intensity of interspecific 
competition in the introduced compared to native range plays an important role in the 
success of non-native plant species. 
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It remains unknown to what degree competitive tolerance of non-natives is 
driven by their distinct eco-evolutionary history and to what degree it is a product of 
rapid evolution in the introduced range. If competitive tolerance has high adaptive 
potential in the novel range, we might expect to see its increase in non-native plants over 
time (e.g. Huang et al. 2018). Similarly, we are limited in our knowledge on how native 
plants evolve in response to competition from non-native neighbors (Strauss et al. 2006). 
A handful of studies showed than native plants can develop tolerance towards their novel 
counterparts (e.g. Callaway et al. 2005; Lau 2006), and this could to a certain extent 
explain why native plants responded similarly to native and non-native neighbors in our 
study. Future studies that experimentally manipulate both competition and selection 
would greatly improve our understanding of the role of competition in plant invasions.  
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2.10.2. Supplemental methods 
Experimental designs of pairwise plant competition studies. Data for meta-
analysis must be homogenous in terms of the methodology used and response variables 
measured across individual studies (Koricheva et al. 2013). However, in biological meta-
analyses, methodological homogeneity among studies is rarely achievable. Methods 
applied in individual studies vary depending on species and processes studied, which 
results in high heterogeneity of data or even precludes direct comparisons. Studies of 
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plant competition utilize a variety of experimental designs that differ in their aims and the 
output they produce (Gibson et al. 1999; Weigelt & Jolliffe 2003; Armas et al. 2004; 
Oksanen et al. 2006). The two most common designs in plant competition experiments – 
additive and replacement series – use different controls and because of that answer two 
principally different questions. Specifically, in additive series studies, performance of a 
target species in the absence of competition is compared to its performance in the 
presence of a heterospecific neighbor (i.e. interspecific competition). Meanwhile, in 
replacement series, inter- vs. intraspecific competition are compared. Both designs have 
been criticized for their inability to adequately quantify competition. The additive 
approach has been criticized for not allowing disassociation between effects of intra- and 
interspecific competition and for confounding competition effects with experimental 
density (Freckleton & Watkinson 2000). Replacement approach is known for 
confounding effects of intra- and interspecific competition and problems with the 
analysis and resultant competition coefficients (Freckleton & Watkinson 2000). 
Nevertheless, the additive design is generally preferable over replacement design as it 
allows to detect an effect of interspecific competition on the performance of a target 
species (Inouye 2001). Because of the methodological and theoretical differences 
between the two experimental approaches, we split our data into two independent 
datasets, one containing studies that utilized additive series design and the other one 
containing studies that were designed as replacement series.  
Effect size calculation. We quantified the absolute and relative net neighbor 
effects (ANNE and RNNE, respectively) using Hedges' d effect size statistic. Hedges' d 
measures the unbiased, standardized difference in means and is not affected by unequal 
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sampling variances among treatments. It is currently the most widely used effect size in 
biological meta-analyses (Nakagawa & Santos 2012) and is considered a good fit for 
experimental data (Nakagawa et al. 2017). For interspecific competition treatment and 
control (for ANNE, control is no competition treatment; for RNNE, control is 
intraspecific competition treatment), with sample means é2èèè	and éêë , sample variances 92$ 
and 9ê$, and sample sizes í2 and íê , respectively, Hedges’ d and its associated variance, Hì$ are defined as follows: îDD%	(!DD%) = ï = ñJèèèèfñóèèèèòô ö      (S2.1) *t = õ(úJfA)PJÑ(úófA)PóúJÑúóf$        (S2.2) ö = 1 − ùû(úJÑúóf$)fA       (S2.3) Hü77†$ (H°77†$ ) = Hì$ = úJÑ	úóú¢ú + ì$(ú¢Ñ	ú)     (S2.4) 
where *t is pooled sampling variance and ö is the correction factor for the small sample 
size. We interpreted negative values of Hedges’ d as indicators of competition and 
positive values as signs of facilitation between two species. Hedges’ d and its variance 
were calculated using the package metafor (Viechtbauer 2010) in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 
2016). Extreme values of Hedges’ d (< -20 and > 20) associated with very large variances 
were considered outliers and were excluded from analyses. 
For pairs of reciprocal ANNEs and RNNEs, we additionally assessed 
competitive inequality and competitive release in inter- vs. intraspecific competition, 
respectively. The magnitudes and the variances of competitive inequality and competitive 
release were calculated as follows (Borenstein et al. 2009): £å>y')+)+§'	+í':<1•+)c = |îDD%Pt\ß-\P	A	nú	Pt\ß-\P	$ − îDD%Pt\ß-\P	$	nú	Pt\ß-\P	A| (S2.5) 
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Hênit\m-m-®\	-ú\RWI©-m™$ = Hü77†Öôá´5áÖ	¢	Å¨	Öôá´5áÖ	$ + Hü77†Öôá´5áÖ		Å¨	Öôá´5áÖ	¢$   (S2.6) £å>y')+)+§'	≠'•'19' = !DD%Pt\ß-\P	A	nú	Pt\ß-\P	$ + !DD%Pt\ß-\P	$	nú	Pt\ß-\P	A (S2.7) Hênit\m-m-®\	Æ\©\IP\$ = 	H°77†Öôá´5áÖ	¢	Å¨	Öôá´5áÖ	$ +	H°77†Öôá´5áÖ		Å¨	Öôá´5áÖ	¢$   (S2.8) 
Data collection. Plant species names. Plant species names were checked, and 
inconsistencies were resolved using the package taxize (Chamberlain & Szocs 2013) in R 
v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016) and, if necessary, manually verified using The Plant List 
(http://www.theplantlist.org) and the NCBI taxonomy database 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/taxonomyhome.html/index.cgi). 
Biogeographic origin. All species in our database were classified as either native 
or non-native to the study region, and non-native species were further classified as either 
casual (i.e. persistence in a community depends on external propagule source), 
naturalized (i.e. form self-replacing populations), or invasive (i.e. dominate and have a 
profound effect on a community). In addition, we collected data on the highest achieved 
global invasion status (i.e. whether a species known to be casual, naturalized, or invasive 
elsewhere in the world) for all species. It has been previously shown that invasive non-
native plants can be ecologically alike native species that are known to be invasive 
elsewhere (van Kleunen et al. 2010). Origin-related data were synthesized by combining 
evidence documented in the studies and the following databases: Global Compendium of 
Weeds (http://www.hear.org/gcw), USDA Plants Database (http://plants.usda.gov), 
USDA Germplasm Resources Information Network (https://npgsweb.ars-
grin.gov/gringlobal/taxon/taxonomysimple.aspx), Global Register of Introduced and 
Invasive Species (http://www.griis.org), Flora Europaea (http://rbg-
web2.rbge.org.uk/FE/fe.html), and Global Invasive Species Database 
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(http://www.iucngisd.org/gisd). We used the package originr (Chamberlain & Bartomeus 
2016) to retrieve data from the three latter databases and wrote custom R functions to 
retrieve data from the other databases in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016).  
Plant species traits. Traits can consistently affect the outcome of competition 
among plants by generating trade-offs between performance with competition versus 
performance without competition (Kunstler et al. 2016). For each species in our database, 
we collected data on: (1) life span (annual, biennial, perennial); (2) life habit (forb, 
graminoid, liana, shrub, subshrub, tree); (3) nitrogen fixation ability (no; yes); (4) and 
photosynthetic pathway type (C3, C4, CAM). Trait data were retrieved from BiolFlor 
database (http://www2.ufz.de/biolflor/index.jsp) and USDA Plants Database 
(http://plants.usda.gov) using the package TR8 (Bocci 2015) in R v.3.3.1 (R Core Team 
2016), and manually from the GLOPNET database (Wright et al. 2004) and the global 
database on C4 photosynthesis compiled by Osborne et al. (2014). We supplemented 
these sources with data from primary literature and additional resources available on the 
Internet. 
Study details. We collected data on the following details of experimental design: 
(1) type of experiment (additive, removal, replacement); (2) experimental setting (field, 
common garden, pots outdoors, greenhouse); (3) duration of experiment; (4) type of 
growing media (soilless media, potting soil mix, field soil) and the presence of 
microbiota (present, absent). In addition, each observation was classified as belonging to 
either desert, forest, grassland, marsh, old field, ruderal/disturbed, sand dune, savanna, 
shrubland, or wetland habitat type using the information provided by authors. Finally, we 
retrieved climate type category data (continental, dry, temperate, tropical) from the 
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updated Köppen-Geiger climate classification world map (Kottek et al. 2006; polygon 
dataset downloaded from: http://koeppen-geiger.vu-wien.ac.at/shifts.htm) using ArcGIS 
10.4 (ESRI 2016). 
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2.10.3. Statistical models as implemented in Stan 
Model 1: Multilevel meta-analytic model without phylogenetic correction 
data { 
    int <lower=1> N; // num observations 
    int <lower=1> J; // num studies 
    int <lower=1, upper=J> jj[N]; // study unique identifier 
    int <lower=1> K; // num sampling groups 
    int<lower=1, upper=K> kk[N]; // sampling group unique identifier 
    int <lower=1> M_nb; // num neighbor species 
    int <lower=1> M_tg; // num target species 
    int <lower=1, upper=M_nb> mm_nb[N]; // neighbor species unique identifier 
    int <lower=1, upper=M_tg> mm_tg[N]; // target species unique identifier 
    int <lower=1> p; // num variables in design matrix 
    matrix [N, p] X; // design matrix 
    vector [N] d; // Hedges' d estimates 
    vector[N] sigma_d; // sampling variance estimates 
    real <lower=0> sigma2_d; // total sampling variance  
} 
parameters { 
    vector [p] beta; // regressions coeffs 
    real <lower=0> sigma_sdep; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_study;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_obs;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_nb; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_tg; 
    vector[K] eta_sdep; 
    vector[J] eta_study;  
    vector[N] eta_obs; 
    vector[M_nb] eta_nb; 
    vector[M_tg] eta_tg; 
    } 
transformed parameters { 
    vector[N] mu; 
    vector[K] eff_sdep; 
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    vector[J] eff_study; 
    vector[N] theta; 
    vector[M_nb] eff_nb; 
    vector[M_tg] eff_tg; 
    mu = X * beta; 
    eff_sdep = sigma_sdep * eta_sdep; 
    eff_study = sigma_study * eta_study; 
    eff_nb = sigma_nb * eta_nb; 
    eff_tg = sigma_tg * eta_tg; 
    for (i in 1:N) theta[i] = mu[i] + eff_sdep[kk[i]] + eff_study[jj[i]] + eff_nb[mm_nb[i]] + 
eff_tg[mm_tg[i]] + sigma_obs * eta_obs[i]; 
} 
model { 
    d ~ normal(theta, sigma_d); 
    // priors 
    beta ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_sdep ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_study ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_obs ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_nb ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_tg ~ normal(0, 5); 
    eta_sdep ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_study ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_obs ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_nb ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_tg ~ normal(0, 1); 
} 
generated quantities { 
    vector[N] log_lik; // log-likelihood 
    vector[N] d_pred; // predicted values 
    real <lower=0> sigma2_tot; // total heterogeneity 
    real <lower=0> I2_sdep; 
    real <lower=0> I2_study; // proportion of heterogeneity explained by study 
    real <lower=0> I2_nb;  
    real <lower=0> I2_tg;  
    real <lower=0> I2_obs;  
    real <lower=0> I2_total; 
    for (i in 1:N) log_lik[i] = normal_lpdf(d[i] | theta[i], sigma_d[i]); 
    for(i in 1:N) d_pred[i] = normal_rng(theta[i], sigma_d[i]);  
    sigma2_tot = sigma_sdep^2 + sigma_study^2 + sigma_nb^2 + sigma_tg^2 + 
sigma_obs^2 + sigma2_d; 
    I2_sdep = sigma_sdep^2 / sigma2_tot;  
    I2_study = sigma_study^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_nb = sigma_nb^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_tg = sigma_tg^2 / sigma2_tot; 
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    I2_obs = sigma_obs^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_total = I2_sdep + I2_study + I2_nb + I2_tg + I2_obs; 
} 
 
 
Model 2: Multilevel meta-analytic model with phylogenetic correction 
data { 
    int <lower=0> N; // num obs 
    int <lower=0> J; // num studies 
    int <lower=1, upper=J> jj[N]; // study unique identifier 
    int <lower=1> K; // num sampling groups 
    int<lower=1, upper=K> kk[N]; // sampling group unique identifier 
    int <lower=1> M_nb; // num neighbor species 
    int <lower=1> M_tg; // num target species 
    int <lower=1, upper=M_nb> mm_nb[N]; // neighbor species unique identifier 
    int <lower=1, upper=M_tg> mm_tg[N]; // target species unique identifier 
    vector[M_nb] I_nb; // vector of 1s for neighbor species 
    vector[M_tg] I_tg; // vector of 1s for target species 
    corr_matrix[M_nb] VCV_nb; // phylogenetic correlation matrix for neighbor species 
    corr_matrix[M_tg] VCV_tg; // phylogenetic correlation matrix for target species 
    int <lower=1> p; // num vars in design matrix 
    matrix [N, p] X; // design matrix 
    vector [N] d; // Hedges' d estimates 
    vector[N] sigma_d; // sampling variance estimates 
    real <lower=0> sigma2_d; // total sampling variance  
} 
transformed data { 
    cholesky_factor_corr[M_nb] VCV_nb_chol; 
    cholesky_factor_corr[M_tg] VCV_tg_chol; 
    VCV_nb_chol = cholesky_decompose(VCV_nb); // Cholesky decomposed 
phylogenetic correlation matrix for neighbor species 
    VCV_tg_chol = cholesky_decompose(VCV_tg); // Cholesky decomposed 
phylogenetic correlation matrix for target species 
} 
parameters { 
    vector [p] beta; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_sdep; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_study;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_obs;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_nb; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_tg; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_nb_phylo;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_tg_phylo; 
    vector[K] eta_sdep; 
    vector[J] eta_study;  
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    vector[N] eta_obs; 
    vector[M_nb] eta_nb; 
    vector[M_tg] eta_tg; 
    vector[M_nb] eta_nb_phylo;  
    vector[M_tg] eta_tg_phylo; 
} 
transformed parameters { 
    vector[N] mu; 
    vector[K] eff_sdep; // sapling dependency group effect 
    vector[J] eff_study; // study effect 
    vector[M_nb] eff_nb; // neighbor species effect 
    vector[M_tg] eff_tg; // target species effect 
    vector[M_nb] sigma_nb_phylo_v; 
    vector[M_tg] sigma_tg_phylo_v; 
    vector[M_nb] eff_nb_phylo; // neighbor species phylogenetic effect 
    vector[M_tg] eff_tg_phylo; // target species phylogenetic effect 
    vector[N] theta; 
    mu = X * beta; 
    eff_sdep = sigma_sdep * eta_sdep; 
    eff_study = sigma_study * eta_study; 
    eff_nb = sigma_nb * eta_nb; 
    eff_tg = sigma_tg * eta_tg; 
    sigma_nb_phylo_v = sigma_nb_phylo * I_nb; 
    sigma_tg_phylo_v = sigma_tg_phylo * I_tg; 
    eff_nb_phylo = sigma_nb_phylo_v .* (VCV_nb_chol * eta_nb_phylo); 
    eff_tg_phylo = sigma_tg_phylo_v .* (VCV_tg_chol * eta_tg_phylo); 
    for (i in 1:N) theta[i] = mu[i] + eff_sdep[kk[i]] + eff_study[jj[i]] + eff_nb[mm_nb[i]] + 
eff_tg[mm_tg[i]] + eff_nb_phylo[mm_nb[i]] + eff_tg_phylo[mm_tg[i]] + sigma_obs * 
eta_obs[i]; 
} 
model { 
    d ~ normal(theta, sigma_d); 
    // priors 
    beta ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_sdep ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_study ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_obs ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_nb ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_tg ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_nb_phylo ~ gamma(2, 2); 
    sigma_tg_phylo ~ gamma(2, 2); 
    eta_sdep ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_study ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_obs ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_nb ~ normal(0, 1); 
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    eta_tg ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_nb_phylo ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_tg_phylo ~ normal(0, 1); 
} 
generated quantities { 
    vector[N] log_lik; // log likelihood 
    real <lower=0> sigma2_tot; // total heterogeneity 
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_sdep; 
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_study;  
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_nb;  
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_tg;  
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_nb_phylo;  
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_tg_phylo; 
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_obs; // proportion of heterogeneity explained by 
observation 
    real <lower=0, upper=1> H2_nb; // phylogenetic signal for neighbor species 
    real <lower=0, upper=1> H2_tg; // phylogenetic signal for target species 
    real <lower=0, upper=1> I2_total; 
    for (i in 1:N) log_lik[i] = normal_lpdf(d[i] | theta[i], sigma_d[i]); 
    sigma2_tot = sigma_sdep^2 + sigma_study^2 + sigma_nb_phylo^2 + 
sigma_tg_phylo^2 + sigma_nb^2 + sigma_tg^2 + sigma_obs^2 + sigma2_d; 
    I2_sdep = sigma_sdep^2 / sigma2_tot;  
    I2_study = sigma_study^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_nb = sigma_nb^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_tg = sigma_tg^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_nb_phylo = sigma_nb_phylo^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_tg_phylo = sigma_tg_phylo^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    I2_obs = sigma_obs^2 / sigma2_tot; 
    H2_nb = sigma_nb_phylo^2 / (sigma2_tot - sigma2_d); 
    H2_tg = sigma_tg_phylo^2 / (sigma2_tot - sigma2_d); 
    I2_total = I2_sdep + I2_study + I2_nb + I2_tg + I2_nb_phylo + I2_tg_phylo + I2_obs; 
} 
 
 
Model 3: Multilevel model for assessing the relationship between phylogenetic 
distance and competition 
 
data { 
    int <lower=0> N; // num observations 
    int <lower=0> J; // num studies 
    int <lower=1, upper=J> jj[N]; // study unique identifier 
    int <lower=1> K; // num sampling groups 
    int<lower=1, upper=K> kk[N]; // sampling group unique identifier 
    int <lower=1> M_nb; // num neighbor species 
    int <lower=1> M_tg; // num target species 
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    int <lower=1, upper=M_nb> mm_nb[N]; // neighbor species unique identifier 
    int <lower=1, upper=M_tg> mm_tg[N]; // target species unique identifier 
    vector[M_nb] I_nb; // vector of 1s for neighbor species 
    vector[M_tg] I_tg; // vector of 1s for target species 
    corr_matrix[M_nb] VCV_nb; // phylogenetic correlation matrix for neighbor species 
    corr_matrix[M_tg] VCV_tg; // phylogenetic correlation matrix for target species 
    int <lower=1> p; // num vars in design matrix 
    matrix [N, p] X; // design matrix (target-to-neighbor ratio is included in X) 
    vector [N] d; // Hedges' d estimates (or delta Hedges’ d) 
    vector[N] sigma_d; 
    int <lower=1, upper=2> pp[N]; // monocot/eudicot unique identifier 
} 
transformed data { 
    cholesky_factor_corr[M_nb] VCV_nb_chol; 
    cholesky_factor_corr[M_tg] VCV_tg_chol; 
    VCV_nb_chol = cholesky_decompose(VCV_nb); 
    VCV_tg_chol = cholesky_decompose(VCV_tg); 
} 
parameters { 
    vector [2] a; // coefficient in exponential relationship 
    vector [2] beta1; // coefficient in exponential relationship 
    real beta2; // slope for target-to-neighbor ratio 
    real <lower=0> sigma_sdep; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_study;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_obs;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_nb; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_tg; 
    real <lower=0> sigma_nb_phylo;  
    real <lower=0> sigma_tg_phylo; 
    vector[K] eta_sdep; 
    vector[J] eta_study;  
    vector[N] eta_obs; 
    vector[M_nb] eta_nb; 
    vector[M_tg] eta_tg; 
    vector[M_nb] eta_nb_phylo;  
    vector[M_tg] eta_tg_phylo; 
} 
transformed parameters { 
    vector[N] mu; 
    vector[K] eff_sdep; 
    vector[J] eff_study; 
    vector[M_nb] eff_nb; 
    vector[M_tg] eff_tg; 
    vector[M_nb] sigma_nb_phylo_v; 
    vector[M_tg] sigma_tg_phylo_v; 
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    vector[M_nb] eff_nb_phylo; 
    vector[M_tg] eff_tg_phylo; 
    vector[N] theta; 
    for (i in 1:N) mu[i] = a[pp[i]] * (1 - exp(- beta1[pp[i]] * X[i, 1])) + beta2 * X[i, 2]; // 
compet-relatedness relationship 
    eff_sdep = sigma_sdep * eta_sdep; 
    eff_study = sigma_study * eta_study; 
    eff_nb = sigma_nb * eta_nb; 
    eff_tg = sigma_tg * eta_tg; 
    sigma_nb_phylo_v = sigma_nb_phylo * I_nb; 
    sigma_tg_phylo_v = sigma_tg_phylo * I_tg; 
    eff_nb_phylo = sigma_nb_phylo_v .* (VCV_nb_chol * eta_nb_phylo); 
    eff_tg_phylo = sigma_tg_phylo_v .* (VCV_tg_chol * eta_tg_phylo); 
    for (i in 1:N) theta[i] = mu[i] + eff_sdep[kk[i]] + eff_study[jj[i]] + eff_nb[mm_nb[i]] + 
eff_tg[mm_tg[i]] + eff_nb_phylo[mm_nb[i]] + eff_tg_phylo[mm_tg[i]] + sigma_obs * 
eta_obs[i]; 
} 
model { 
    d ~ normal(theta, sigma_d); 
    // priors 
    a ~ normal(0, 5); 
    beta1 ~ gamma(2, 2); 
    beta2 ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_sdep ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_study ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_obs ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_nb ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_tg ~ normal(0, 5); 
    sigma_nb_phylo ~ gamma(2, 2);  
    sigma_tg_phylo ~ gamma(2, 2);  
    eta_sdep ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_study ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_obs ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_nb ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_tg ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_nb_phylo ~ normal(0, 1); 
    eta_tg_phylo ~ normal(0, 1); 
}  
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2.10.4. Supplemental results 
 
Figure S2.1: 0.77 and 0.80 of the observed absolute net neighbor effects (ANNE) (a, c) and the 
relative net neighbor effects (RNNE) (b, d), respectively, lied inside the 50% posterior predictive 
intervals (PPI), indicating a high predictive ability of the final multilevel model (see models 14 and 15 
in Table S2.1 for ANNEs and RNNEs, respectively). Note that the variation of individual ANNEs and 
RNNEs is not shown here.  
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Figure S2.2: Across all response variables, the fitted curves reached the asymptote almost 
immediately, indicating lack of the relationship between a target-neighbor phylogenetic distance and 
competition. Note the differences in the scale of Y-axes; log transformation in (c and d) was used only 
for plotting.  
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Figure S2.3: Visual assessments and Egger’s regression analyses showed that enhanced-contour 
funnel plots of precisions on meta-analytic residuals were asymmetric. This suggests the presence of a 
bias towards studies with negative effect sizes in the data on both the absolute net neighbor effects (a, 
c) and the relative net neighbor effects (b, d).  
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Table S2.1: Model comparison using the leave-one-out information criterion (LOOIC). 
Model 
no. 
Predictors Absolute net neighbor 
effect 
Relative net neighbor 
effect 
LOOIC 
(SE) 
∆ LOOIC 
(SE) 
LOOIC 
(SE) 
∆ LOOIC 
(SE) 
All effects N = 1743 N = 1672 
1 overall.mean + density.ratio 4403.3 
(96.7) 
- 5348.2 
(105.8) 
- 
2 + neighbor.origin * target.origin 4389.1 
(96.2) 
-7.1 (4.8) 5366.7 
(106.2) 
9.2 (5.3) 
3 + neighbor.global.invas.status * 
target.global.invas.status 
4401.8 
(97.2) 
-0.8 (4.8) 5375.1 
(107.0) 
13.4 (5.1) 
4 + neighbor.N.fix * target.N.fix 4399.6 
(96.0) 
-1.8 (4.3) 5378.6 
(106.5) 
15.2 (5.2) 
5 + neighbor.photos.path + 
target.photos.path 
4404.8 
(95.8) 
0.8 (4.4) 5348.5 
(104.8) 
0.1 (6.2) 
6 + neighbor.life.span + target.life.span  4394.8 
(96.4) 
-4.2 (4.3) 5345.2 
(105.7) 
-1.5 (5.2) 
7 + neighbor.life.habit + target.life.habit  4397.0 
(95.7) 
-3.1 (4.7) 5362.4 
(106.3) 
7.1 (4.9) 
8 + habitat.type 4403.3 
(96.7) 
-1.9 (4.2) 5348.2 
(105.5) 
0.3 (5.0) 
9 + climate.type 4397.1 
(96.4) 
-3.1 (4.3) 5361.7 
(106.0) 
6.8 (5.1) 
10 + soil.microb.presence 4402.8 
(96.9) 
0.2 (4.0) 5366.6 
(105.7) 
9.2 (5.1) 
11 + exp.setting 4405.8  
(96.1) 
1.3 (4.1) 5365.0 
(105.5) 
8.4 (5.0) 
12 + exp.duration 4398.7  
(96.4) 
-2.3 (4.1) 5360.2 
(106.1) 
6.0 (5.0) 
13 + publication.year 4403.5  
(96.2) 
0.1 (4.0) 5354.9 
(106.3) 
3.4 (4.9) 
14 + neighbor.origin * target.origin + 
target.N.fix + exp.duration 
4393.8  
(96.7) 
-4.7 (5.1) - - 
15 + neighbor.origin * target.origin + 
neighbor.life.span + neighbor.life.habit 
- - 5360.9 
(106.3) 
6.3 (5.4) 
All effects of species in the phylogeny1 N = 1290 N = 1162 
Models without phylogenetic correction 
16 overall.mean + density.ratio 3164.9 
(80.9) 
- 3840.1 
(96.0) 
- 
17 + neighbor.origin * target.origin 3164.5 
(81.6) 
-0.2 (4.2) 3839.6 
(95.9) 
-0.2 (5.0) 
Models with phylogenetic correction 
18 overall.mean + density.ratio 3157.7 
(81.3) 
-3.6 (5.5) 3830.5 
(95.4) 
-4.8 
(65.2) 
19 + neighbor.origin * target.origin 3160.9 
(81.1) 
-2.0 (4.0) 3818.9 
(94.6) 
-10.6 
(5.0) 
Reciprocal effects N = 1274 N = 1414 
20 overall.mean + density.ratio 3252.2 
(80.4) 
- 4583.4 
(96.7) 
- 
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21 + neighbor.origin*target.origin 3265.5 
(81.5) 
6.6 (4.3) 4573.1 
(97.8) 
-5.1 (4.9) 
22 + neighbor.origin * target.origin + 
target.N.fix + exp.duration 
3252.6 
(80.9) 
0.2 (4.3) - - 
23 + neighbor.origin * target.origin + 
neighbor.life.span + neighbor.life.habit 
- - 4568.9 
(96.3) 
-7.2 (5.1) 
Reciprocal effects of species in the phylogeny1 N = 938 N = 964 
Models without phylogenetic correction 
24 overall.mean + density.ratio 2330.9 
70.7 
- 3226.6 
(87.3) 
- 
25 + neighbor.origin * target.origin 2330.7 
69.6 
-0.1 (3.6) 3236.5 
(86.8) 
4.9 (4.7) 
Models with phylogenetic correction 
26 overall.mean + density.ratio 2325.6 
70.2 
-2.6 (3.7) 3237.4 
(86.6) 
5.4 (4.2) 
27 + neighbor.origin * target.origin 2322.6 
70.4 
-4.1 (4.1) 3230.6 
(87.0) 
4.4 (51.7) 
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3.1. Abstract 
1. The number and rate of non-native plant invasions into northern US forests have 
been steadily increasing over the last century with profound consequences for the 
composition, structure and functioning of these forests. Despite active research on non-
native invasive plant species (NNIPS) in northern US forests, the extent to which 
regional, landscape and local environmental factors individually and jointly affect the 
spread of NNIPS remains unknown, hampering effective management against these 
species. 
2. We used boosted regression trees and Bayesian nonlinear regression to analyze 
forest inventory data spanning 14 northern US states in combination with data on climate, 
land use and disturbance. Within each modeling framework, we assessed the magnitude, 
direction and functional form of the effects of 20 environmental factors and their 
interactions on the probability of presence and richness of NNIPS in the forest 
understory, while controlling for sampling intensity, data collection time, and spatial 
autocorrelation. 
3. Both modeling approaches successfully quantified the effects of individual 
drivers of plant invasion and depicted influential interactions, altogether explaining up to 
50% and 56% of variation in NNIPS presence and richness respectively. Mean annual 
temperature and landscape openness were the two major determinants of NNIPS invasion 
intensity. Hotter regions with lower annual precipitation and climate seasonality and 
higher summer precipitation were more invaded by NNIPS. Locally, young forests with 
moist to wet soils and relatively flat topography in human-altered landscapes at low 
elevation were most susceptible to invasion. Climate and land use strongly interacted in 
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their effect on NNIPS, while the surrounding forest simultaneously served as a buffer 
against NNIPS and a source of NNIPS propagules. 
4. Synthesis and applications. By showing how multiscale environmental factors 
interact to affect NNIPS presence and richness using a unified analytical framework, our 
study refines the understanding of the non-native plant invasion process in northern US 
forests. The obtained models can be used to generate predictions under current and future 
environmental regimes to inform NNIPS control efforts. 
 
KEY WORDS: Biological invasions, forest understory, non-native invasive plants, 
predictive accuracy, spatial scale. 
 
3.2. Introduction 
Forest interiors have been traditionally perceived as highly resistant to invasion 
of non-native vascular plants due to intense light competition and strong biological inertia 
(Brothers & Spingarn, 1992; Von Holle, Delcourt, & Simberloff, 2003). However, the 
growing number of non-native plant species invading forest ecosystems locally and 
globally suggests that our understanding of how novel plant species establish and thrive 
in forests is incomplete (Martin, Canham, & Marks, 2009; Fridley, 2008). Forests of the 
northern United States (US) have been particularly prone to non-native plant invasions 
(Iannone et al., 2015; Schulz & Gray, 2013). These forests harbor a globally distinct suite 
of non-native plant species (Fridley, 2008; Wavrek et al., 2017), many of which have had 
serious impacts on forest species composition, functioning and productivity (Fagan & 
Peart, 2004; Rodgers, Wolfe, Werden, & Finzi, 2008; Mascaro & Schnitzer, 2011; 
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Peebles-Spencer, Gorchov, & Crist, 2017). While several historical and contemporary 
factors are known to have facilitated the spread of non-natives into northern US forests 
(e.g., land-use history: Mosher, Silander, & Latimer, 2009; logging: Lee & Thompson, 
2012; novel disturbance regimes: Dávalos, Nuzzo, & Blossey, 2015), their effects have 
largely been examined independently at small spatial scales. As a result, a general 
consensus on which factors, at what spatial scales, and to what extent promote plant 
invasion in these ecosystems has not been reached. Without this knowledge it is difficult 
to accurately predict current and future non-native plant invasions and develop targeted 
scale-specific strategies for their control. 
Invasion success within and across species is determined by an interplay of 
multiple ecological and socio-economic factors acting simultaneously or consecutively at 
different spatial scales (Pauchard & Shea, 2006). Thus, obtaining a full understanding of 
the invasion process requires a unified and flexible analytical framework that allows one 
to account for cross-time and cross-scale interactions among potential drivers (Higgins & 
Richardson, 1998; Milbau, Stout, Graae, & Nijs, 2009). Although such an approach is 
demanding in terms of data quality and quantity, using it to understand the drivers of non-
native plant invasions in northern US forests is much needed and feasible for at least two 
reasons. First, standardized non-native plant data from national forest inventories and 
high-quality environmental data are finally available for this region, which solves the 
data limitation problem. Second, as many non-native species in these forests are at their 
late stage of invasion – and thereby approaching equilibrium within their environment – 
it is possible to discriminate propagule pressure from habitat invasibility and predict 
patterns of non-native plant invasion more accurately (Jones, 2012). 
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In addition to the high contextuality and dispersion of the evidence regarding the 
factors promoting non-native plant invasions in northern US forests, some potentially 
important invasion drivers have received disproportionally little attention from 
researchers. Remarkably, we do not know whether the spread of non-native plants into 
these forests is generally associated with non-native invasive insect disturbance, a major 
agent of forest succession in the region (Morin & Liebhold, 2015). It has been 
hypothesized that such disturbance may facilitate the establishment and further spread of 
non-native plants via increased resource availability and altered resource competition 
dynamics (Gandhi & Herms, 2010; McEwan, Rieske, & Arthur, 2009). Indeed, an 
increase in non-native plants richness and abundance following non-native insect 
outbreaks has been reported for some systems (e.g., Eschtruth & Battles, 2009; Hoven, 
Gorchov, Knight, & Peters, 2017; Orwig & Foster, 1998). More generally, however, this 
relationship is likely contingent upon the type and severity of disturbance and propagule 
availability. For instance, when the system is able to recover quickly after disturbance, 
the opportunity window may be simply too short for non-native plants to respond. 
Alternatively, post-outbreak conditions may be, contrary to common logic, less favorable 
for non-native plants due to high level of stress, nutrient loss or translocation, increased 
rates of insect and pathogen attacks, or intensified competition with native understory 
species. Clearly, as insect outbreaks are becoming more common and intense (Dukes et 
al., 2009; Weed, Ayres, & Hicke, 2013), more research into their consequences for the 
spread of other non-native organisms is warranted. 
Here, we attempted to fill gaps in our current understanding of the drivers of 
understory non-native plant species invasions across northern US forests. Specifically, we 
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aimed to (1) assess the magnitude, direction and functional form of the effects of 
environmental factors reflecting propagule pressure, habitat invasibility, and disturbance 
on non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS); (2) identify and quantify interactions 
among these factors; and (3) develop statistical models that could potentially assist scale-
specific NNIPS management decisions under current and future environmental 
conditions. To achieve this, we independently modeled georeferenced, plot-level NNIPS 
presence-absence and richness data spanning 14 northern US states as a function of 20 
regional- to local-scale environmental factors and their interactions using two distinct 
modeling techniques, boosted regression trees and Bayesian nonlinear regression. 
 
3.3. Material and Methods 
3.3.1. Study region 
The study region included 14 northern US states (CT, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, NH, 
NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VT, and WI) (Fig. 3.1) and spanned several environmental 
gradients. Forests in the region ranged from conifer and mixed conifer and hardwood 
types in the north to hardwood-dominated forests toward the southern boundary (Smith, 
Miles, Perry, & Pugh, 2009). Across the study plots, mean annual temperature (MAT) 
ranged from 2.1 to 14.3 °C, total annual precipitation – from 700 to 1481 mm, and 
elevation – from 0 to 1048 m (see Table S3.1 for data sources and additional 
information). 
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Figure 3.1: Geographic location of and non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) richness in the 
Phase 2 USDA Forest Service’s Forest and Inventory Analysis Program plots (N = 5,665). NNIPS 
richness for the dominant forest condition class is shown. In compliance with the FIA Program 
confidentiality requirements, a perturbation was applied to plot geographic coordinates prior to 
plotting. 
 
3.3.2. Data collection 
We downloaded forest inventory data from the USDA Forest Service’s Forest 
Inventory and Analysis (FIA) Program database v.1.7.2.00 on March 10th, 2018 (Forest 
Inventory and Analysis Database, 2018). The FIA Program conducts a three-phase 
inventory of forest attributes on permanent plots across the country (Bechtold & 
Study region
NNIPS richness
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A 2007–2011 (3,592 plots)
B 2012–2016 (2,067 plots)
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Patterson, 2005). In Phase 1, remote sensing data are used to classify the land into classes 
(strata) and assign each Phase 2 plot to a stratum in order to increase the accuracy and 
precision of population estimates via stratification techniques. In Phase 2, plots (one plot 
per 2,428 ha) are visited on the ground where detailed tree and forest stand data, along 
with topographic site information, are collected. Phase 2 plots consist of four circular 
168.3-m2 subplots, with three of the subplots located 36.6 m from the central subplot at 0, 
120, and 240 degrees azimuth. Phase 3 plots are a subset of Phase 2 plots (approximately 
one plot per 38,851 ha) where additional variables related to forest health are collected. In 
the northern US, the FIA Program has been collecting data on the presence and percent 
cover of 44 NNIPS on a subset of Phase 2 plots since 2007 (Kurtz, 2013). These data are 
collected separately for each forest condition class within each subplot; condition classes 
are defined based land use and vegetation attributes (O’Connell et al., 2017). Using 
NNIPS data originally provided at the subplot level, we determined NNIPS presence-
absence and richness (i.e., total number of species) for each condition class within a plot 
and used these two metrics as response variables in our analyses. We restricted our 
dataset to field-visited plots where all four subplots were surveyed using the national plot 
design and where accessible forest land was present in at least one subplot, excluding 
exotic tree plantations. We applied additional criteria to the spatial location of the plots at 
the time of overlaying FIA and the gypsy moth defoliation data (see Supplementary 
methods). When a plot contained multiple condition classes, we used data only for the 
dominant (i.e., largest area) condition class and in cases of a tie selected the condition at 
the center of subplot one. For plots that were surveyed twice between 2007 and 2016, we 
used the most recent data. 
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For all FIA plots, we assembled data on 20 potential determinants of NNIPS 
invasion along with the area sampled (i.e., FIA condition proportion) and date of the FIA 
measurement, all of which were used as predictor variables in our models. Regional-level 
predictors included five climatic variables: MAT, temperature seasonality, total annual 
precipitation, summer precipitation, and precipitation seasonality; landscape-level 
predictors were: percent open, developed and forested areas in the surrounding landscape 
(2- and 5-km radii), distance to the nearest road, and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus 
virginianus Zimmerman) density; and local-level factors comprised: forest stand 
characteristics (tree basal area, stand age, stand origin, and forest type), abiotic conditions 
(slope, elevation and topographic wetness index), past disturbances (gypsy moth 
(Lymantria dispar (L.)) canopy defoliation and other recent biotic or abiotic disturbance), 
and percent non-forest land within a plot. Detailed information on all predictors is 
provided in Table S1 and Supplementary methods. Upon preliminary analyses, we 
excluded outliers for individual predictors and retained only 2-km landscape 
characteristics. Our final dataset comprised observations from 5,665 FIA plots sampled 
between 2007–2016 (Fig. 1). 
 
3.3.3. Data analysis 
We independently modeled NNIPS presence-absence and richness as functions 
of all potential predictors using two distinct modeling techniques, boosted regression 
trees (BRT) and Bayesian nonlinear regression. The models for NNIPS presence-absence 
had a Bernoulli error distribution and a logit link function and the models for NNIPS 
richness had a Poisson error distribution and a logarithmic link function. Prior to 
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analyses, we ensured that predictors were not highly collinear (|Pearson’s r| < 0.7). All 
analyses were performed in R v.3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018). 
Boosted regression trees. Boosted regression trees are an ensemble technique 
that combines regression trees and boosting algorithms to provide an additive model in 
which individual terms are regression trees, fitted in a forward, stagewise fashion (De'ath, 
2007). BRT do not require prior data transformation, are not sensitive to outliers, can 
accommodate nonlinearities and complex interactions, and are suited for both inferential 
and predictive modeling (Elith, Leathwick, & Hastie, 2008). We used the packages gbm 
(Ridgeway, 2017) and dismo (Hijmans, Phillips, Leathwick, & Elith, 2017) to fit BRT 
models. To achieve highest possible performance of the final BRT model, we initially 
fitted models with different combinations of tree complexity (tc), bag fraction (bf), and 
learning rate (lr) with the function ‘gbm.step’ in dismo. The models comprising less than 
1000 trees (nt) were then discarded as those that did not meet the recommended BRT 
model size (Elith, Leathwick, & Hastie, 2008) and the remaining models were compared 
against their predictive performance. The best model was further improved by dropping 
unimportant predictors, constraining predictors to a monotonic positive or negative 
relationship with the response variable, and accounting for spatial autocorrelation in 
residuals. Dropping unimportant predictors was performed following the stepwise 
backward variable elimination procedure using the function ‘gbm.simplify’ in dismo. 
Imposing directionality on the predictors was done in order to ensure the agreement 
between the final model and the existent ecological knowledge on the drivers of plant 
invasion as well as to avoid overfitting. Spatial autocorrelation in model residuals was 
assessed using the permutation-based Moran’s I statistic. We calculated Moran’s I based 
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on 999 randomizations and a 4-neighbor weighting scheme with row standardization 
using the function ‘moran.mc’ in the package spdep (Bivand, Hauke, & Kossowski, 
2013; Bivand & Piras, 2015). When spatial autocorrelation was detected, we modeled it 
following the residual autocovariate (RAC) approach (Crase, Liedloff, & Wintle, 2012). 
Specifically, we calculated RAC by providing model residuals to the function 
‘autocov_dist’ in spdep and included it as a predictor in the final model. Lastly, to 
account for the stochasticity component of BRT, we re-fitted the final model 100 times 
and calculated the median and the range (the minimum and maximum values) of the 100 
model runs for all outputs. 
We evaluated predictive performance of BRT models based on 10-fold cross-
validation (CV) using the area under the receiver operating curve (AUCCV; only for 
presence-absence data), the proportion of deviance explained (DECV), and correlation 
between observed and predicted values (rCV) calculated across held-out CV folds. AUC 
provides an aggregate measure of classification performance across all possible 
thresholds; AUC of 0.5 means that a classifier performs not better than a random coin toss 
and AUC of 1 indicates a perfect classifier. DECV was calculated as the ratio of the null 
deviance less the residual deviance to the null deviance. Predictive potential of individual 
predictors was assessed by calculating their relative importance, which was based on the 
number of times a given predictor was selected for tree splitting, weighted by the 
deviance reduction at each split, averaged over all trees (Friedman, 2001). We explored 
the interactions between predictor variables using the gbm.interactions function in dismo. 
The form of the relationship between individual predictors and the response variable was 
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evaluated by visualizing marginal (i.e., averaged over the effects of other predictors) 
effects calculated with the package pdp (Greenwell, 2017).  
Bayesian nonlinear regression. We performed full Bayesian statistical 
inference using the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling algorithm implemented in the 
modeling software Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017) via the function ‘brm’ in the package 
brms (Bürkner, 2017). For NNIPS presence-absence and richness, we independently 
developed global models that included main effects for all predictors and ecologically 
plausible two-way interactions between predictors. Restricting our models to a predefined 
subset of interactions (as opposed to including all interactions) was necessary due to data 
and logistic constrains. Although we did not exclude the possibility of overlooking some 
important yet unknown interactions by doing so, we believe that most of the relevant 
ecological theory has been accounted for in our models. Nonlinear relationships were 
modeled by including spline-based smooth terms into the models using the functions ‘s’ 
and ‘t2’ from the package mgcv (Wood, 2017). Prior to analyses, we log-transformed 
percent open areas, percent developed areas, and condition area and zero-centered and 
scaled continuous predictors in order to improve model fitting and facilitate variable 
selection. Predictors measured on an ordinal scale were modelled using monotonic 
transformation as implemented in brms. 
To identify the most parsimonious model with highest predictive accuracy, we 
first fitted multiple reduced models following a combination of stepwise backward and 
forward variable selection and compared their performances using the approximate leave-
one-out CV as implemented in the package loo (Vehtari, Gabry, Yao, & Gelman, 2018). 
We used the LOO information criterion (LOOIC) and LOO-corrected AUC (AUCLOO) 
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and R2 (!"##$ ) as the measures of predictive performance. Next, we assessed spatial 
autocorrelation in the posterior means of the residuals of the model with lowest LOOIC 
with permutation-based Moran’s I. When spatial autocorrelation was present, we 
modeled it by incorporating an exact sparse spatial conditional autocorrelative structure 
(CAR) into a model using the function ‘cor_car’ in brms. 
Model parameters (with some exceptions) were given zero-centered normal or 
half-normal prior distributions. The chosen priors were weakly informative because they 
contained enough information to leave out unreasonable parameter values while not 
restraining parameter estimation (Simpson, Rue, Riebler, Martins, & Sørbye, 2017). For 
all models, we ran four chains with 10,000 iterations per chain, starting from default 
values. We used the first half of each chain as a warm-up and thinned the other half at a 
regular interval to obtain posterior samples of 2,000 for all parameters. To assess mixing, 
we visually examined traceplots and calculated autocorrelation in chains. To assess 
correlations in posterior distributions, we visually inspected bivariate scatterplots of 
posterior samples for all pairs of model parameters. We checked convergence with the 
potential scale reduction factor, !l , which is close to 1 at convergence (Gelman & Rubin, 
1992). We report posterior distributions as posterior means and 95% posterior credible 
intervals. We considered an effect significant if its 95% posterior credible interval did not 
contain zero. 
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3.4. Results 
3.4.1. Non-native invasive plant species presence 
NNIPS were recorded in 2,586 (45.6%) plots (Fig. 3.1). The final BRT model 
exhibited good predictive performance (AUCCV = 0.9; DECV = 42.1–43.0%, rCV = 0.71). 
This model contained all predictors except stand origin and recent disturbance, which 
were removed as non-informative; RAC was not included in the model as residual spatial 
autocorrelation was not detected. Landscape openness (i.e., percent open areas) and MAT 
were, by far, the two major predictors of NNIPS presence (Fig. 3.2). The marginal effect 
curve for landscape openness quickly reached a plateau (Fig. 3.2a), whereas MAT 
exhibited a positive monotonic effect on the probability of NNIPS presence (Fig. 3.2b), 
simultaneously interacting with several other predictors (Fig. S3.1). The effect of open 
areas was somewhat diminished in the regions with lower MAT (Fig. S3.1a), while the 
effect of MAT varied with elevation (Fig. S3.1a) and was on average smaller in the 
regions with lower summer precipitation (Fig. S3.1d). The probability of NNIPS presence 
was further enhanced, although to a much smaller degree, by higher percent developed 
areas, summer precipitation, soil wetness, deer density, and sampling effort. Meanwhile, 
the factors associated with reduced probability of NNIPS presence were: annual 
precipitation, temperature and precipitation seasonality, percent forested areas, distance 
from roads, slope steepness, stand age, and tree basal area. Elevation had a unimodal 
relationship with NNIPS presence, with decreased probability of NNIPS presence at both 
low and high elevations (Fig. 3.2e). Additionally, plots without a history of gypsy moth 
canopy defoliation and those surveyed more recently were on average more likely to 
contain NNIPS (Fig. 3.2s,t), whereas the proportion of non-forest areas within a plot 
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promoted NNIPS presence only in the range 0–25% (Fig. 3.2g). Finally, aspen-birch and 
spruce dominated forests were less likely to contain NNIPS than other forest types (Fig. 
3.2l). 
The final Bayesian regression model was slightly improved by including a 
random effect with the CAR structure in it (D LOOIC = 90.56 ± 20.21 SE). The 
predictive performance of this model was overall good (AUCLOO = 0.83; !"##$  = 0.50). 
Stand origin, recent disturbance, and deer density were removed during variable 
selection. The directions of the predictors’ main effects were largely consistent with those 
in the final BRT; the exceptions were percent of forested areas in the landscape, which 
tended toward a positive relationship with NNIPS presence (0.12 [-0.05, 0.29]; Fig. 3.3q), 
and elevation, which had a close to linear negative association with NNIPS presence (Fig. 
3.3h). Several significant interactions were detected (Fig. S3.2). Specifically, the effects 
of land use and MAT were contingent on each other (Fig. S3.2a,d,f). Furthermore, older 
forests, especially those grown on steep slopes, were less likely to contain NNIPS than 
younger forests (Figs. 3.3n, S3.2i), and notably this resistance was not overcome by 
landscape openness (Fig. S3.2e). 
 
3.4.2. Non-native invasive plant species richness 
NNIPS richness was on average 1.18 ± 1.75 SD (Fig. 1). Accounting for spatial 
autocorrelation in residuals improved the predictive accuracy of both BRT (D DECV = 
0.8–1%) and Bayesian regression models (D LOOIC = 343.47 ± 41.50 SE). All predictors 
were retained in the final BRT, whereas the final regression model did not contain stand 
origin, recent disturbance, slope, and forest type. Both models performed nearly equally 
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well (BRT: DECV = 55.6–56.6%, rCV = 0.72–0.73; regression: !"##$  = 0.56) and produced 
overall agreeing results (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5). Compared to the analyses on NNIPS 
presence, predictors exhibited functionally similar effects, yet their relative importance 
ranking differed.  
In the final BRT, MAT was the major predictor of NNIPS richness, followed by 
the percent open and developed areas (Fig. 3.4); RAC was the fourth most influential 
predictor (Fig. 3.4d), simultaneously interacting with several climatic variables (Fig. 
S3.3b,c,e). Additionally, forest plantations tended to contain more NNIPS than naturally 
regenerated forests (Fig. 3.4w) and forests growing at low altitudes in the regions with 
low annual precipitation contained more NNIPS species than on average in the study 
region (Fig. S3.3d). Other associations were similar to those shown previously. 
In the regression model, NNIPS richness was most strongly associated with 
MAT, annual precipitation, percent open and developed areas, and summer precipitation 
(Fig. 3.5a–e). Percent forested areas showed a marginally significant positive association 
with NNIPS richness (0.08 [0.00, 0.16]; Fig. 3.5m). The regression model also depicted 
several interactions containing land use characteristics (Fig. S3.4). Specifically, the effect 
of developed areas was contingent on summer precipitation (Fig. S3.4a) and temperature 
seasonality (Fig. S3.4d) and was more pronounced when a larger area was surveyed (Fig. 
S3.4f). Similarly, landscape openness interacted with climatic variables (Fig. S3.4b,c,h), 
proximity to road (Fig. S3.4e), and sampling effort (Fig. S3.4g). Moreover, jointly open 
and developed areas had a non-additive positive effect on NNIPS richness (Fig. S3.4j). 
The negative effect of canopy defoliation became stronger as forest age increased (Fig. 
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S3.4l), potentially suggesting that forests with higher cumulative defoliation severity are 
less favored by NNIPS (Fig. S3.5). 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Marginal main effects of the predictors in the final boosted regression tree model (tc = 5, 
lr = 0.015, bf = 0.7, nt = 1050–2300) fitted to non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) presence-
absence data (N = 5,665). Red lines/points and their bands/error bars indicate the median and the 
range respectively and blue lines indicate the smoothed average for 100 model runs. Relative 
contributions (%) of individual predictors are provided in the X-axis titles. Rug plots on the inside of 
the X-axes show the distributions of the data points along individual predictor gradients, in 
percentiles. Note the different scales of the Y-axes. For information on the predictors see Table S3.1.  
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Figure 3.3: Marginal main effects of the predictors in the final Bayesian regression model fitted to 
non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) presence-absence data (N = 5,665). Lines/points indicate 
posterior means and bands/error bars indicate posterior 95% credible intervals. Predictors were 
back-transformed before plotting. Other details are as in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.4: Marginal main effects of the predictors in the final boosted regression tree model (tc = 7, 
bf = 0.8, lr = 0.015, nt = 1050–1700) fitted to the non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) richness 
data (N = 5,665). Other details as in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.5: Marginal main effects of the predictors in the final Bayesian regression model fitted to 
non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) richness data (N = 5,665). Lines/points indicate posterior 
means and bands/error bars indicate posterior 95% credible intervals. Predictors were back-
transformed before plotting. Other details are as in Figure 3.2. 
 
3.5. Discussion 
Our study has demonstrated that coupling high-resolution NNIPS data and 
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presence and richness to a varying degree and jointly provided highly accurate 
predictions regarding the current status of NNIPS invasion in northern US forest 
understories. By considering all the drivers simultaneously, we not only untangled their 
direct, often nonlinear effects on NNIPS (Figs. 3.2–3.5) but also revealed multiple highly 
influential and complex interactions among them (Figs. S3.1–S3.4). The two modeling 
approaches we used, BRT and Bayesian nonlinear regression, proved to be equally 
suitable for detecting and quantifying the effects of NNIPS drivers and their interactions 
and with minor exceptions produced highly agreeing and complementary results. We also 
showed that despite having similar functional relationships with NNIPS presence and 
richness, individual drivers ranked differently in terms of their predictive importance for 
these two invasion measures (e.g., percent developed areas was highly important for 
explaining NNIPS richness and much less so for explaining NNIPS presence), suggesting 
that different facets of plant invasion may be determined by distinct sets of factors. 
Moreover, we demonstrated the need to control for sampling effort, data collection time, 
and spatial autocorrelation in order to obtain unbiased inference about the process of 
plant invasion. Overall, in addition to corroborating and refining the findings of the 
previous studies (Bartuszevige, Gorchov, & Raab, 2006; Iannone et al., 2015; Ibáñez et 
al., 2009; Flory & Clay, 2006; Vila & Ibáñez, 2009), our study has successfully 
incorporated several previously overlooked sources of complexity into our understanding 
of plant invasions in the forest. 
As expected, given the large geographical extent of our study region, 
macroclimatic variables altogether explained the majority of the variation in the invasion 
measures, and MAT was the most or second most influential predictor in our models, in 
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line with the existent evidence for the temperate forest biome (Ibáñez, Silander, Allen, 
Treanor, & Wilson, 2009; Ohlemüller, Walker, & Bastow Wilson, 2006; Pys̆ek, Jaros̆ı́k, 
& Kuc̆era, 2002). Despite the overall dominance of the macroclimatic effect, several 
individual landscape- and local-scale drivers also had strong associations with NNIPS 
presence and richness. In fact, for NNIPS presence the BRT analysis revealed that 
landscape openness was even more important than MAT, whereas stand age ranked 
fourth among the 20 predictors (Fig. 3.2). Likewise, the amount of developed areas had 
larger influence on NNIPS richness than all microclimatic variables except MAT (Fig. 
3.4). These results undoubtedly suggest that incorporating landscape- and local-level 
information into broad-scale assessments of NNIPS in northern US forests is as important 
as accounting for macroclimatic gradients. High context-dependency of the invasion 
drivers’ effects, as depicted by multiple significant interactions in our final models 
between climate, land use and forest attributes (Figs. S3.1–S3.4), further underlines the 
necessity of developing management strategies to tackle forest plant invasions that would 
be based on high-quality data and explicit understanding of how invasion drivers operate 
across spatial scales. For example, the regression analysis detected an overall positive 
association of percent forested areas with the invasion measures (Figs. 3.2q, 3.4m), and at 
the same time showed that this association was mediated by forest age so that that for 
young forests the surrounding forest serves as a source of propagules (Iannone et al., 
2015) and for mature forests – as a buffer against invasion (Figs. S3.2h, S3.4k). 
Interestingly, the effect of biotic disturbance on NNIPS was agent-dependent. 
Deer density had a positive but very weak association with NNIPS, thus only partially 
supporting the previous evidence of direct and indirect NNIPS facilitation by 
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overabundant deer (Knight, Dunn, Smith, Davis, & Kalisz, 2009). It is worth noting, 
however, that the spatial resolution and precision of deer density data was quite low, and 
this might have caused inability to quantify the effect of deer density more precisely. 
Meanwhile, contrary to what current theory suggests (Gandhi & Herms, 2010; McEwan, 
Rieske, & Arthur, 2009), past canopy defoliation resulting from gypsy moth outbreaks 
was negatively associated with NNIPS presence and richness, indicating that these 
disturbances may have created less favorable conditions for NNIPS establishment and 
spread. The negative long-term effect of defoliation on non-native plants could be 
attributed to decreased nitrogen availability due to its leakage, microbial immobilization 
and/or redistribution in the system (Lovett & Ruesink, 1995; Christenson, Lovett, 
Mitchell, & Groffman, 2002). Furthermore, increased canopy openness may have boosted 
the growth of native understory plants (Collins, 1961; Jedlicka, Vandermeer, Aviles-
Vazquez, Barros, & Perfecto, 2004), intensifying resource competition and making it 
more difficult for non-natives to establish. Interestingly, for NNIPS richness we also 
detected a significant interaction between defoliation occurrence and stand age (Fig. 
S3.4l). As stand age correlated with the total number of defoliation events (Fig. S3.5), 
this finding further suggests that gypsy moth canopy disturbance enhances forest 
resistance for NNIPS. Future inquiries into this question would benefit from explicitly 
accounting for the timing and severity of defoliation events and incorporating additional 
data (e.g., native plant and soil data) into analyses, as well from undertaking experimental 
and/or time-series study approach. 
Although our set of predictors of non-native plant invasion was sufficient to 
obtain realistic predictions, it should not be considered final or exhaustive. Depending on 
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the level of precision required for meeting specific management goals, this list can be 
further extended or reduced. In particular, detection of strong residual spatial 
autocorrelation when modeling NNIPS points out that either certain important predictors 
may have been omitted or local NNIPS spread needs to be modeled explicitly. In the 
presented analyses we did not fully embrace the land-use and forest management history, 
both of which facilitated plant invasions in the study region in the past and may continue 
to do so (Beauséjour, Handa, Lechowicz, Gilbert, & Vellend, 2015; Mosher, Silander & 
Latimer, 2009). Moreover, we did not account for soil characteristics and other 
potentially important biotic factors (e.g., the presence of non-native invasive 
earthworms), yet these factors can potentially alter forest susceptibility to plant invasions 
(Dávalos, Nuzzo, & Blossey, 2015). Importantly, we found that higher level of NNIPS 
invasion in the more recent FIA survey, indicating that NNIPS keep actively spreading 
across northern US forests. As more FIA plots are re-surveyed, time-series analyses is a 
promising next step toward predicting future trends of NNIPS invasions in the region. 
In conclusion, our detailed analysis of the drivers of plant invasion in northern 
US forests filled several knowledge gaps, outlined future research directions, and can 
serve as a framework for developing predictions and management strategies. 
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3.9. Supplementary Materials 
3.9.1. Supplemental methods 
Data collection. Gypsy moth defoliation data. We compiled a spatial vector 
object database of forested areas defoliated by the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar (L.)) 
between 1970–2015 using data from open data sources and data provided to us directly 
by various agencies. Specifically, we obtained data from: (1) the US Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service Insect and Disease Survey database 
(http://foresthealth.fs.usda.gov/portal/Flex/IDS; covering all states and years 1997–2015); 
(2) the USDA Forest Service Gypsy Moth Digest database (obtained directly; all states, 
1972–2009); (3) the Forest Ecosystem Monitoring Cooperative (Dillner & Schultz, 2017; 
Vermont, 1985–2013); (4) A. Liebhold personal dataset (obtained directly; all states, 
1975–2000); (5) the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
(obtained directly; Pennsylvania, 1963–2014); and (6) the New Hampshire Division of 
Forests and Lands (obtained directly; New Hampshire, 1965–1994). Individual datasets 
were compilations of primarily aerial sketch data collected from various sources. The 
obtained data were re-projected to the USA Contiguous Albers Equal Area Conic 
projection and combined into a single geodatabase using ArcGIS v.10.4 (ESRI, 2016). 
To reconstruct the canopy defoliation history for each study plot, we spatially 
overlaid FIA plots with the defoliation polygons using the function ‘over’ in the package 
sp (Pebesma & Bivand, 2005; Bivand, Pebesma, & Gomez-Rubio, 2013) and recorded 
occurrence of defoliation on an annual basis for each plot. As the defoliation data varied 
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in accuracy (older data were less accurate that newer data), we excluded plots within 100 
m from the edges of defoliation polygons from our dataset to ensure that partially 
defoliated and wrongly classified plots were not present in our final dataset. 
White-tailed deer density data. White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus 
Zimmerman) can have a positive effect on the presence and abundance of non-native 
plants through selective browsing, habitat modification, seed dispersal, and facilitation of 
other non-native invasive organisms (Williams & Ward, 2006; Knight Dunn, Smith, 
Davis, & Kalisz, 2009). We used the spatial raster dataset depicting white-tailed deer 
density across the northeastern US between 2001–2005 (Walters, Woodall, & Russell, 
2016). The dataset is a digitized version of the white-tailed deer density map originally 
developed by the Quality Deer Management Association in 2008 (Quality Deer 
Management Association, 2009). 
Land use cover data. We estimated the proportion of open, developed and 
forested areas within a 2- and 5-km radii for each FIA plot using the land cover raster 
datasets obtained from the National Land Cover Database (https://www.mrlc.gov/). FIA 
observations from 2007–2009 were matched with the NLCD 2006 dataset and FIA 
observations from 2009–2016 – with the NLCD 2011 dataset. For our main analyses we 
used land cover characteristics within a 2-km radius as those had slightly higher 
predictive power than characteristics of the 5-km radius landscape in preliminary 
analyses. 
Other information on the collected data is provided in Table S3.1. 
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Table S3.1: Description of the predictors of the level of understory non-native vascular plant invasion in northeastern US forests 
Predictor Definition Measurement scale Value range 
Measurement 
unit 
Spatial 
scale 
Spatial 
resolution Source 
Expected 
effect 
Area surveyed Total area of the surveyed condition continuous 2.5 to 673.3 m
2 local condition FIADB1 + 
Basal area 
Basal area of all live trees ³ 
2.54 cm DBH sampled in the 
condition 
continuous 0 to 80 m2 ha-1 local condition FIADB - 
Canopy 
defoliation 
Occurrence of the gypsy moth 
canopy defoliation (1970-
2015) 
categorical not defoliated (n = 4237); defoliated (n = 1428) unitless local varying 
See 
Supplementary 
methods 
+ 
Deer density White-tailed deer density (2001-2005) ordinal 
1 (< 5.8 deer km-2) to 4 (> 17.4 
deer km-2) unitless landscape county 
Walters, 
Woodall, & 
Russell (2016)2 
+ 
% Developed 
areas 
Percent developed areas in the 
landscape (2- and 5-km radii) continuous 0 to 86.9 % landscape 30 m 
NLCD 20063, 
NLCD 20114 + 
Distance to 
road 
The straight-line distance from 
plot center to the nearest 
improved road 
ordinal 1 (£ 30 m) to 9 (³ 8047 m) unitless landscape plot FIADB - 
Disturbance 
An indicator of whether 
abiotic, biotic or anthropogenic 
disturbance occurred since the 
last inventory or within the last 
5 years 
categorical undisturbed (n = 4998); disturbed (n = 667) unitless local condition FIADB + 
Elevation The distance the plot is located above sea level continuous 0 to 1048.5 m local plot FIADB - 
FIA survey The time frame of FIA survey categorical 2007–2011; 2012–2016 unitless local plot FIADB + 
% Forested 
areas 
Percent forested areas in the 
landscape (2- and 5-km radii) continuous 10 to 100 % landscape 30 m 
NLCD 2006, 
NLCD 2011  - 
Forest type A broad forest type category categorical 
AsBr – aspen and birch (n = 
419); 
ElAsh – elm and ash (n = 409); 
Mp – maple and other 
broadleaves (n = 1899); 
OkPn – oak and pine (n = 174); 
Ok – oak-dominated (n = 1860); 
Pn – pine (n = 420); 
Sp – spruce (n = 484) 
unitless local condition derived from FIADB +/- 
120 
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MAT Mean annual temperature continuous 2.1 to 14.3 oC regional 1 km WorldClim5 + 
% Non-forest Percent non-forest land within an FIA plot continuous 0 to 99.6 % local plot FIADB + 
% Open areas Percent open areas in the landscape (2- and 5-km radius) continuous 0 to 84.2 % landscape 30 m 
NLCD 2006, 
NLCD 2011 + 
Precipitation Mean annual precipitation continuous 700 to 1481 mm regional 1 km WorldClim - 
Precipitation 
seasonality 
Precipitation seasonality 
(coefficient of variation 
derived from monthly 
precipitation values) 
continuous 5.5 to 52.8 % regional 1 km WorldClim - 
Slope The angle of slope continuous 0 to 70 % local plot FIADB - 
Stand age 
Average age of a subset of 
dominant and co-dominant 
trees on a plot 
continuous 19 to 150 years local condition FIADB - 
Stand origin An indicator of whether a stand was artificially regenerated categorical natural; planted unitless local condition FIADB + 
Summer 
precipitation 
Precipitation of warmest 
quarter continuous 208 to 399 mm regional 1 km WorldClim + 
Temperature 
seasonality 
Temperature seasonality 
(standard deviation derived 
from monthly temperature 
values) 
continuous 8.4 to 11.9 oC regional 1 km WorldClim - 
Topographic 
wetness 
The general effect of land 
form, topographical position, 
and soil on moisture available 
to trees 
ordinal 1 (xeric) to 3 (moist) unitless local condition FIADB + 
1Forest Inventory and Analysis Database (2018). St. Paul, MN: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Northern Research Station. [Available 
only on internet: http://apps.fs.fed.us/fiadb-downloads/datamart.html]. Accessed on March 10, 2018. 
2Walters, B. F., Woodall, C. W., & Russell, M. B. (2016). White-tailed deer density estimates across the eastern United States, 2008. Retrieved from the 
Data Repository for the University of Minnesota. doi:10.13020/D6G014 
3Fry, J., Xian, G., Jin, S., Dewitz, J., Homer, C., Yang, L., …, & Wickham, J. (2011). Completion of the 2006 National Land Cover Database for the 
Conterminous United States. Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, 77(9), 858–864. 
4Homer, C. G., Dewitz, J. A., Yang, L., Jin, S., Danielson, P., Xian, G., …, & Megown, K. (2015). Completion of the 2011 National Land Cover 
Database for the conterminous United States-Representing a decade of land cover change information. Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote 
Sensing, 81(5), 345–354. 
5Fick, S. E., & Hijmans, R. J. (2017). WorldClim 2: New 1-km spatial resolution climate surfaces for global land areas. International Journal of 
Climatology, 37(12), 4302–4315. doi:10.1002/joc.5086 
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3.9.2. Supplemental results 
 
Figure S3.1: Marginal effects of the most important (i.e., present in all 100 model runs) two-way 
interactions in the final boosted regression trees model fitted to the non-native invasive plant species 
(NNIPS) presence-absence data (N = 5,665). Z-axes (vertical) indicate the probability of NNIPS 
presence. Note that the directions of the axes are not consistent across the figures because of different 
degree of rotation applied to them.  
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Figure S3.2: Marginal effects of the two-way interactions in the final Bayesian regression model 
fitted to non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) presence-absence data (N = 5,665).   
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Figure S3.3: Marginal effects of the most important (i.e., present in all 100 model runs) two-way 
interactions in the final boosted regression trees model fitted to non-native invasive plant species 
(NNIPS) richness data (N = 5,665). Z-axes (vertical) indicate the NNIPS richness. Note that the 
directions of the axes are not consistent across the figures because of different degree of rotation 
applied to them.  
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Figure S3.4: Marginal effects of the two-way interactions in the final Bayesian regression model 
fitted to non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) richness data (N = 5,665).  
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Figure S3.5: Relationship between stand age (years) and the number of annual gypsy moth canopy 
defoliation events between 1970–2015. Only defoliated plots are shown (N = 1,428).  
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CHAPTER 4: GYPSY MOTH DEFOLIATION ENHANCES FOREST 
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4.1. Abstract 
Invasion levels of and negative impacts from non-native species in northeastern 
US forests have long reached alarming levels. High concentration of these organisms 
locally and regionally raises questions of how they affect each other and what 
consequences it has for the future of northeastern US forests. The two most concerning 
groups of non-native organisms in these forests are insects and vascular plants, and it has 
been widely hypothesized that disturbance caused by non-native insects can indirectly 
facilitate plant invasions. To empirically test this hypothesis, we quantified the 
relationship between forest canopy disturbance caused by the one of the most destructive 
invasive defoliators, the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar (L.)), and understory non-native 
invasive plants across the northeastern US. We combined extensive spatial data on the 
46-year history (1970–2015) of gypsy moth outbreaks with non-native invasive plant data 
from the national forest inventory (2007–2016) and analyzed them with Bayesian 
regressions. Contrary to our expectations, we revealed a significant negative relationship 
between defoliation and non-native plant species occurrence, richness, and total percent 
cover. The negative effect of defoliation on plant invasions decreased with the time since 
defoliation and was unequally pronounced among non-native plant species. Overall, our 
results suggest that decades of gypsy moth disturbance have contributed to resistance of 
northeastern US forests to plant invasions, but whether this resistance will persist into the 
future remains a question. 
 
KEY WORDS: biological invasion, defoliation, forest understory, Lymantria dispar, 
non-native plants, plant–insect interactions. 
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4.2. Introduction 
Northeastern US forests have the largest concentration of non-native insect 
species in the country (Liebhold et al., 2013) and a great diversity of non-native, 
primarily understory, plants (Schulz & Gray, 2013; Iannone et al., 2015). Many of these 
species have become highly invasive, threatening the integrity of northeastern US forest 
ecosystems and causing considerable economic losses (Aukema et al., 2011; Morin & 
Liebhold, 2015; Jo et al., 2017). With such high levels of spatially overlapping non-
native insect and plant invasions, it is important to understand not only their individual 
trajectories and impacts but also how and to what extent they affect each other. It has 
been shown that stand-replacing disturbances caused by invasive insects facilitate non-
native plant invasions via increased resource availability, changes in microclimate, and 
reduced resource competition from native plants (Orwig & Foster, 1998; Eschtruth & 
Battles, 2009; Hoven et al., 2017). Yet, it remains unknown whether recurrent ephemeral 
disturbances such as short-term insect canopy defoliations that are typically not lethal for 
trees promote plant invasions in a similar way. Obtaining and incorporating this 
knowledge into management strategies will help mitigate potential synergetic impacts 
that might arise from direct and indirect interactions among non-native organisms. 
The gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar (L.)) is a non-native invasive lepidopteran that 
has been the major defoliator of northeastern US hardwood forests since early 1900s 
(Doane & McManus, 1981; Liebhold et al., 1992; McManus & Csoka, 2007). It is native 
to broadleaved forest of Eurasia where it causes occasional outbreaks. Although the 
frequency and magnitude of gypsy moth outbreaks in the region has declined over the last 
decades as a result of the emergence of the entomopathogenic fungus Entomophaga 
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maimaiga (Andreadis & Weseloh, 1990), extensive outbreaks that last 2–3 years still 
occur (Pasquarella et al., 2018; USDA Forest Service, 2018). The gypsy moth has well 
defined preference regarding host species (Quercus spp., Populus spp., Tilia americana, 
Betula papyrifera; Montgomery, 1990; Liebhold et al., 1995), but during severe 
outbreaks it also feed on many other species, including conifers (Campbell & Sloan, 
1977). After a single defoliation episode tree mortality is usually low (although can be 
high for conifers) and trees are able to nearly fully refoliate by the end of the vegetation 
season (Eschtruth & Battles, 2014). However, the risk of tree mortality increases 
considerably as the intensity (i.e., amount of foliage removed) and duration (i.e., number 
of consecutive defoliation events) of an outbreak increases and/or when additional 
stressors such as drought occur prior or after the outbreak (Kegg, 1973; Campbell & 
Sloan, 1977; Davidson et al., 1999; Morin et al., 2004). Maximum tree mortality typically 
occurs 3–5 years after an episode of defoliation and is often caused by secondary agents 
such as Armillaria mellea and Agrilus bilineatus (Davidson et al., 1999). 
Upon gypsy moth canopy defoliation, trees experience reduced transpiration and 
growth (Campbell & Sloan, 1977; Brown et al., 1979; Fajvan et al., 2008), export carbon 
from leaves to stems and roots at a higher rate (Babst et al., 2008), and produce more 
foliar defensive compounds (Schultz & Baldwin, 1982). At the stand level, gypsy moth 
defoliation causes a short-term (usually 1 to 2 months) canopy opening and pulse of 
nutrients from chewed leaves and insect frass, followed by loss and redistribution of 
nitrogen in the system (Lovett & Ruesink, 1995; Christenson et al., 2002; Lovett et al., 
2002; McNeil et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2014), formation of single- to multiple-tree 
canopy gaps (Campbell & Sloan, 1977), and suppression of oak regeneration over the 
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following years (Muzika & Twery, 1995). Many understory species increase in their 
relative density and contribute more to the total stand leaf area after gypsy moth 
defoliation (Ehrenfeld, 1980; Hix et al., 1991; Muzika & Twery, 1995; Chastain & 
Townsend, 2008; Clark et al., 2014;), and this pattern persists for multiple years or, in the 
presence of recurrent defoliations, even decades (Chastain & Townsend, 2008; Clark et 
al., 2014). 
Invasion success of non-native plants in temperate forests is generally perceived 
as an interplay of propagule pressure and current or past disturbance (Davis et al., 2000; 
Knapp & Kanham, 2000; Von Holle & Simberloff, 2005; Martin & Marks, 2006; 
Tanentzap & Bazely, 2009; but see Heberling & Fridley, 2016). Disturbance leads to 
increased availability of the two major limiting resources in the forest, light and nutrients, 
to which non-native plants are often more responsive than natives (Leishman & 
Thomson, 2005; Liu & van Kleunen, 2017), and even a short-term increase in these 
resources can have a large impact on plant invasion success (Davis & Pelsor, 2001). 
Gypsy moth canopy defoliation has been suggested (McCarthy, 2003) and empirically 
shown (Eschtruth & Battles, 2014) to increase forest susceptibility to plant invasions. 
Additionally, it has been proposed that gypsy moth disturbance can indirectly facilitate 
non-natives by avoiding feed on them (McEwan et al., 2009). Importantly, however, the 
effect of any disturbance on plant invasion is contingent upon non-native plant propagule 
pressure, and this interaction is likely most important for predicting the effect of short-
lasting, ephemeral disturbances (Eschtruth & Battles, 2014). Particularly, when propagule 
pressure is insufficient, the effect of gypsy moth defoliation on non-native plants may be 
neutral or even negative. The latter may occur because of the increase of the native 
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understory cover (Ehrenfeld, 1980; Hix et al., 1991; Muzika & Twery, 1995; Chastain & 
Townsend, 2008; Clark et al., 2014;), change of the leaf litter quality towards less 
nitrogen and more tannins (Clark et al., 2014), and drop in soil nitrogen availability to 
plants (Christenson et al., 2002; McNeil et al., 2007), which altogether contributes to 
biotic resistance to future plant invasions. 
In this study, we combined data on the 46-year (1970–2015) history of gypsy 
moth outbreaks with the national forest inventory data (2007–2016) to quantify the 
relationship between gypsy moth canopy defoliation and non-native understory plant 
invasions in northeastern US forests. We hypothesized that the effect of gypsy moth 
defoliation on non-native plant species presence and richness would range from positive 
to negative depending on the timing and cumulative severity of outbreaks. Specifically, 
we predicted that outbreaks that occurred a long time ago would negatively correlate with 
the current level of plant invasion because of much lower propagule pressure then, while 
the reverse would be true for more recent defoliations. We also expected that individual 
non-native invasive plant species would respond to defoliation differently, depending on 
their life form and habitat requirements. To test these hypotheses, we spatially matched 
and statistically compared observations from defoliated and non-defoliated plots, while 
controlling for other drivers of plant invasions and spatial autocorrelation. This study is 
the first to explore the long-term effect of recurrent ephemeral forest disturbance on the 
level of non-native plant invasion at the regional scale across the northeastern US. 
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4.3. Material and Methods 
4.3.1. Study region 
The study region included ten US states (CT, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, 
and VT) and covered the major part of the historical range of the gypsy moth in the 
northern US (Liebhold et al., 1992; Liebhold et al., 1997). Forests in the study region 
ranged from conifer and mixed conifer to hardwood and hardwood-dominated forest 
types. Forests with a history of gypsy moth defoliation were primarily oak and maple 
dominated, although other forest types were represented as well. Mean annual 
temperature ranged from 2.1 to 12.8 °C, total annual precipitation – from 796 to 1481 
mm, and elevation – from 0 to 1048 m. 
 
4.3.2. Data collection 
Non-native invasive plant data. We obtained non-native invasive plant species 
(NNIPS) data from the USDA Forest Service’s Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) 
Program (Bechtold & Patterson, 2005) database v.1.7.2.00 (Forest Inventory and 
Analysis Database, 2018). In the northern US, the FIA Program has been collecting data 
on the presence and percent cover of selected NNIPS on a subset of Phase 2 plots since 
2007 (Kurtz, 2013). These data have been collected separately for each forest condition 
class (i.e., a unique combination of land-use and vegetation types; O’Connell et al., 2017) 
within each of the four subplots. Using subplot-level data, we estimated species-specific 
and aggregated NNIPS presence-absence, species richness (i.e., total number of species), 
and total percent cover for each condition class within a plot. These metrics were used as 
response variables in our analyses. We restricted our analyses to non-native plant species 
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that are typical invaders of forest understories, omitting such non-forest species as 
Phragmites australis, Cirsium arvense, Centaurea stoebe, etc. We used data only from 
field-visited plots where all four subplots were surveyed using the national plot design 
and where accessible forest land was present in at least one subplot, excluding exotic tree 
plantations. When a plot contained multiple condition classes, we used data only for the 
dominant condition class and in cases of a tie selected the condition at the center of 
subplot one. For plots that were surveyed twice between 2007 and 2016, we used the 
most recent data because the proportion of resurveyed plots was too small to conduct 
time-series analyses. In total, we collected data on 28 NNIPS from 3,100 FIA plots (Fig. 
4.1A). 
Gypsy moth canopy defoliation data. We compiled a spatial vector object 
database of forested areas defoliated by the gypsy moth between 1970–2015 using data 
from open data sources and data provided to us directly by various agencies. Specifically, 
we obtained data from: (1) the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service 
Insect and Disease Survey database (http://foresthealth.fs.usda.gov/portal/Flex/IDS; 
covering all states and years 1997–2015); (2) the USDA Forest Service Gypsy Moth 
Digest database (obtained directly; all states, 1972–2009); (3) the Forest Ecosystem 
Monitoring Cooperative (Dillner & Schultz, 2017; Vermont, 1985–2013); (4) A. 
Liebhold personal dataset (partially described in Liebhold et al., 1997; obtained directly; 
all states, 1975–2000); (5) the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural 
Resources (obtained directly; Pennsylvania, 1963–2014); and (6) the New Hampshire 
Division of Forests and Lands (obtained directly; New Hampshire, 1965–1994). 
Individual datasets were compilations of primarily aerial sketch data collected from many 
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sources. The obtained data were re-projected to the USA Contiguous Albers Equal Area 
Conic projection and combined into a single geodatabase using ArcGIS v.10.4 (ESRI, 
2016). Although defoliation severity was mostly not reported, the minimum threshold for 
detectable canopy defoliation from the air is typically c. 25–30% (Ciesla, 2000). 
To reconstruct a canopy defoliation history for each study plot, we spatially 
overlaid FIA plots with defoliation polygons using the function ‘over’ in the R package 
sp (Pebesma & Bivand, 2005; Bivand et al., 2013) and recorded occurrence of defoliation 
episodes on an annual basis for each plot. As the accuracy of the defoliation data was not 
uniform (namely, older data were much less accurate than newer data), we excluded plots 
within 100 m from the edges of defoliation polygons from our dataset to ensure that 
partially defoliated and incorrectly classified plots were not present in our final dataset. 
Environmental data. To obtain an unbiased estimate of the effect of gypsy moth 
defoliation on NNIPS, several environmental characteristics that act as the drivers of non-
native plant invasion and whose variation was captured in our data needed to be 
controlled for in analyses. We therefore collected the following environmental data for 
each study plot: macroclimatic variables (mean annual temperature, total annual 
precipitation, temperature and precipitation seasonality, and summer precipitation), 
elevation, topographic wetness, percent open and developed areas within 2 km, stand age, 
total basal area, distance to road, and white-tailed deer density. Climate data were 
retrieved from the WorldClim v.2 database (Fick & Hijmans, 2017; 
http://worldclim.org/version2). Percent open and developed were estimated using the 
land cover raster datasets obtained from the National Land Cover Database (Fry et al., 
2011; Homer et al., 2015; https://www.mrlc.gov/). FIA observations from 2007–2009 
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were matched with the NLCD 2006 data and FIA observations from 2009–2016 – with 
the NLCD 2011 data. White-tailed deer density data for 2001–2005 were retrieved from 
the digitized version of the white-tailed deer density map originally developed by the 
Quality Deer Management Association in 2008 (Quality Deer Management Association, 
2009; Walters et al., 2016). Remaining variables were part of the FIA database. We 
additionally recorded and used in our analyses FIA plot (i.e., condition) area, latitude, 
longitude, and inventory year. 
Data retrieval and subsequent data manipulations were performed in R v.3.5.0 (R 
Core Team, 2018). 
 
4.3.3. Study design 
We used three different sampling designs to estimate the effect of gypsy moth 
canopy defoliation on understory plant invasions. Each sampling scheme addressed a 
specific potential source of bias in our data and covered a different facet of gypsy moth 
disturbance (i.e., cumulative severity, spatial and temporal clustering, time since first and 
last defoliation). Across all sampling designs we matched plots that had a history of 
gypsy moth outbreaks (i.e., defoliated plots) with plots that had not been defoliated by the 
gypsy moth in the period 1970–2015 (i.e., reference plots). We ensured that reference 
plots were similar to defoliated plots in terms of environmental and stand characteristics 
by controlling for forest type, geographical distance, and stand age. 
Sampling design 1. Because the initial spatial arrangement of defoliated and non-
defoliated plots was largely segregated (Fig. 4.1A), we did the following to randomize 
the location of these plots in respect to each other. First, we discarded all reference plots 
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that were younger than 40 years old to match the age distribution within defoliated plots. 
Then, we randomly and independently of each other subsampled 40% of defoliated and 
40% of reference plots using the function ‘pp.subsample’ in the R package spatialEco 
(Evans, 2018). In a final step, we filtered subsampled plots based on their geographical 
distances from each other. The maximum distance from a defoliated to a reference plot 
was set to 21 km as this ensured that the locations of the two groups of plots did not 
systematically differ in terms of latitude and longitude (Fig. 4.1B). Following this 
procedure, we generated 100 data subsets (N range = 424–517), which we analyzed 
separately and then combined the results. 
Sampling design 2. To test whether multiple subsequent defoliation episodes had 
a stronger effect on non-natives than a single episode, we selected plots that were 
defoliated once or twice within a time frame of three years (i.e., a maximum time gap 
between defoliation episodes was one year). Selected plots were defoliated in the period 
between 1970 and 2000. We matched each defoliation plot with a reference plot located 
within the distance of 30 km and discarded unmatched plots (Fig. 4.2A). Additionally, for 
a separate analysis, we selected plots where gypsy moth defoliations occurred once, 
twice, or three times within the time frame of five years in the period between 1972 and 
1993 (Fig. 4.2B). These plots were not matched with reference plots, which allowed us to 
incorporate not only the information of the number but also on the timing of defoliation 
episodes into analyses. 
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Figure 4.1: Geographical location of (A) all Phase 2 USDA Forest Service’s Forest and Inventory 
Analysis Program plots (N = 3,100) and (B) a random subset of these plots (N = 487) selected 
following the sampling design 1. In compliance with the FIA Program confidentiality requirements, a 
perturbation was applied to plot geographical coordinates prior to plotting. 
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Figure 4.2: Geographical location of the study plots selected following the sampling design 2: (A) 
without gypsy moth defoliation (N = 348) and with one or two defoliation episodes in consecutive 
years (N = 348) and (B) with one, two, or three gypsy moth defoliations in consecutive years (N = 
644). In compliance with the FIA Program confidentiality requirements, a perturbation was applied 
to plot geographical coordinates prior to plotting. 
 
Sampling design 3. To test whether recent defoliations had a more pronounced 
effect on non-native plants than those that occurred several decades ago (the latter 
constituted the majority of our data), we selected plots that were for the first time 
defoliated by the gypsy moth not more than 20 years prior to an FIA survey. We matched 
these plots with similar non-defoliated plots located at the maximum distance of 50 km. 
Gypsy moth outbreaks in this dataset spanned the period of 1988–2013. This dataset 
spatially covered a larger area than our main study region because we additionally 
included data from Michigan and Wisconsin, where gypsy moth outbreaks started 
occurring only recently (Fig. 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3: Geographical location of the study plots in the sampling design 3 (N = 436). In compliance 
with the FIA Program confidentiality requirements, a perturbation was applied to plot geographical 
coordinates prior to plotting. 
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much of the original information as possible, we performed non-metric multidimensional 
scaling (NMDS) using the function ‘metaMDS’ in the R package vegan (Oksanen et al., 
2018). NMDS was performed on a matrix of Manhattan distances across all pairs of 
individual cumulative year-to-year defoliation time series; these distances essentially 
were the areas between pairs of cumulative curves. Because FIA plots were surveyed in 
different years (2007–2016), we excluded plots that were defoliated after 2006 to ensure 
that the temporal extent of defoliation data was consistent across all plots. As a result, 
each time series included 37 data points and covered the period of 1970–2006. We 
assessed goodness of fit of NMDS by calculating stress and visually examining a Shepard 
diagram. For the ease of interpretation, we restricted NMDS to two dimensions and used 
the two obtained NMDS axes as predictors in our analyses. 
 
4.3.5. Statistical models 
All models were parametrized within the full Bayesian using the Hamiltonian 
Monte Carlo sampling algorithm implemented in the modeling software Stan (Carpenter 
et al., 2017) via the function ‘brm’ in the package brms (Bürkner, 2017). We modeled 
NNIPS presence-absence data with Bernoulli regression models, NNIPS richness data – 
with Poisson or zero‐inflated Poisson (Lambert, 1992) regression models, and log-
transformed NNIPS prevent cover – with linear regression models. When NNIPS 
richness data were overdispersed, we additionally included an observation-level grouping 
effect in a model (Lawless, 1987). Nonlinear univariate relationships were modeled using 
univariate smooth splines and nonlinear bivariate relationships were modeled using 
bivariate tensor splines. Because NMDS axes are not orthogonal, they were modeled with 
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a bivariate tensor spline. Road distance, topographic wetness, and deer density were 
measured on an ordinal scale and therefore we modelled them using monotonic 
transformation as implemented in brms. For each unique data subset, we developed a 
model with the highest predictive ability by performing a combination of backward and 
forward variable selection. We assessed residual spatial autocorrelation by calculating 
and visually inspecting spline correlograms using the function ‘spline.correlog’ in the R 
package ncf (Bjornstad, 2018). When residual spatial autocorrelation was detected, we 
accommodated it by adding an error term with an exact sparse spatial conditional 
autocorrelative structure (CAR; the function ‘cor_car’ in brms). All final models are 
provided in Table S4.1. 
Prior to analyses, we evaluated pairwise correlations and collinearity between 
potential predictors using the Pearson correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) and variance 
inflation factor (VIF) statistics, respectively. We used the function ‘findCorrelation’ in 
the package caret (Kuhn, 2018) to identify predictors that needed to be removed in order 
to reduce pairwise correlations (|Pearson’s r| < 0.6). We also calculated VIF and retained 
predictors with VIF < 2. To improve model fitting and facilitate variable selection, we 
log-transformed percent open areas, percent developed areas, and condition area and 
zero-centered and scaled continuous predictors prior to fitting models. 
For most model parameters we used default weakly informative priors in brms; 
the exceptions were variances of the smooth splines, for which we provided Gaussian 
priors (truncated to [0; ∞)) with the mean of zero and standard deviation of 1 in order to 
avoid overfitting and divergent transitions during sampling. We ran two chains with 
2,000 iterations per chain for non-spatial models and four chains with 10,000 iterations 
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per chain for spatial (i.e., containing a CAR error structure) models, starting from default 
values. In all models, we used the first half of each chain as a warm-up (i.e., not used for 
calculating parameter estimates) and thinned the other half at a regular interval to 
improve mixing. We combined samples from posterior distributions for each parameter 
across the 100 re-fitted models in the sampling design 1. 
 
4.3.6. Model evaluation 
To assess mixing in MCMC chains, we visually examined traceplots and 
calculated autocorrelation. To assess correlations in posterior distributions, we visually 
inspected bivariate scatterplots of posterior samples for all pairs of model parameters. We 
checked convergence with the potential scale reduction factor, "#, which is close to 1 at 
convergence (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). We evaluated predictive performance of 
candidate models based on approximated leave-out-out (LOO) cross-validation using the 
LOO information criterion (LOOIC; Vehtari et al., 2017). To evaluate the goodness of fit, 
we did graphical posterior predictive checks using the R package bayesplot (Gabry & 
Mahr, 2018) for all models and estimated the LOO-corrected area under the receiver 
operating curve (AUCLOO) and Bayesian R2 ("$%%& ) statistics for presence-absence and 
count models, respectively. 
We report posterior distributions as posterior means and 95% posterior credible 
intervals. We considered an effect significant if its 95% posterior credible interval did not 
contain zero. All analyses were performed in R v.3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018). 
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4.4. Results 
Sampling design 1. Gypsy moth defoliation was not associated neither with the 
probability of NNIPS presence (samples from 100 posterior distributions combined: 0.13 
[-0.59, 0.85]), nor with NNIPS richness (0.05 [-0.20, 0.29]). Overall, however, due to the 
presence of other predictors, the models had satisfactory fit (100 Bernoulli models: 
AUCLOO range = 0.77–0.84; 100 zero-inflated Poisson models: "$%%&  range = 0.29–0.52). 
Sampling design 2. The cumulative severity of gypsy moth defoliation was 
negatively associated with the probability of NNIPS occurrence (-0.36 [-0.72, -0.01]). 
The effect of defoliation on NNIPS richness tended to be negative as well (-0.10 [-0.25, 
0.05]), but there also was a marginally significant positive interaction between defoliation 
severity and the proportion of developed areas in the landscape (0.11 [-0.02, 0.26]; Fig. 
4.4A). At the species level, defoliation was negatively related to the probability of Rosa  
 
 
Figure 4.4: (A) The marginal joint effect of gypsy moth canopy defoliation severity (measured as the 
number of consecutive defoliation episodes; sampling design 2) and percent developed areas in the 
landscape on non-native invasive plant species (NNIPS) richness. A rug plot on the inside of the X-
axis shows the distribution of back-transformed percent developed areas, in percentiles. (B) The 
relationship between defoliation severity and the probability of Rosa multiflora presence. Lines 
indicate posterior means and bands indicate posterior 95% credible intervals. (C) The relationship 
between defoliation severity and the probability of Alliaria petiolata presence. Vector image credit: 
http://ian.umces.edu/imagelibrary/. 
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multiflora occurrence (-0.36 [-0.70, -0.04]; Fig. 4.4B), while for other species, the 
relationship with defoliation was insignificant and its mean trend ranged from negative to 
weakly positive: Lonicera morowii (-0.29 [-0.70, 0.10]), Rhamnus cathartica (-0.05 [-
0.64, 0.53]), Berberis thunbergii (0.11 [-0.37, 0.58]), and Alliaria petiolata (0.11 [-0.27, 
0.48]; Fig. 4.4C). 
For the plots that were defoliated 1–3 times in consecutive years, we revealed a 
significant negative relationship between the cumulative defoliation severity and NNIPS 
richness (-0.15 [-0.28, -0.02]; Fig. 4.5A) and between the year of last defoliation and 
NNIPS richness (-0.27 [-0.45, -0.09]; Fig. 4.5B). Additionally, we found a marginally 
significant positive interaction between the severity of gypsy moth outbreak and its 
timing (0.13 [0.00, 0.26]). This indicated that forests that experienced severe gypsy moth 
outbreaks in 1970s and 1980s contained less NNIPS than on average, while forests 
defoliated only once during the same period had the highest number of NNIPS (Fig. 
4.5D). As in most other analyses, NNIPS richness showed a tendency to increase over 
time (0.16 [0.08, 0.24]; Fig. 4.5C). By contrast, we did not detect any relationship 
between defoliation severity or timing on the probability of NNIPS presence. 
Sampling design 3. The overall effect of gypsy moth canopy outbreaks that had 
occurred during the last 20 years prior to an FIA survey on the probability of NNIPS 
presence tended to be negative but was not different from zero statistically (-0.32 [-0.86, 
0.18]), and the same was true for NNIPS richness (-0.13 [-0.40, 0.14]). 
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Figure 4.5: Results from a zero-inflated Poisson model ('())*  = 0.49) fitted to the data on non-native 
invasive plant species (NNIPS) in the subset of plots that were defoliated by the gypsy moth 1–3 times 
in consecutive years (1 year gap allowed; N = 644): (A) The relationship between the cumulative 
defoliation severity (measured as the number of consecutive defoliation episodes) and NNIPS 
richness. (B) The relationship between the year of last defoliation episode and NNIPS richness. (C) 
The relationship between the FIA survey year and NNIPS richness. (D) The marginal joint effect of 
cumulative severity and timing of defoliation on NNIPS richness. Lines indicate posterior means and 
bands around them indicate posterior 95% credible intervals. Geographical location of study plots 
included in this data subset is shown in Fig. 4.2B. 
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whereas NMDS 2 contained information on the timing of defoliation events and 
negatively correlated with the year of first (Spearman’s r =-0.71) and last defoliation 
(Spearman’s r =-0.63) (Fig. 4.6B). 
 
 
Figure 4.6: (A) Geographical location of the Phase 2 USDA Forest Service’s Forest and Inventory 
Analysis Program plots (N = 1,183) with the history of gypsy moth defoliation (1970–2006). In 
compliance with the FIA Program confidentiality requirements, a perturbation was applied to plot 
geographical coordinates prior to plotting. (B) Individual plot gypsy moth defoliation history as 
defined in the two-dimensional non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) space. 
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Figure 4.7: Marginal effect of the gypsy moth canopy defoliation history (1970–2006) defined by the 
two non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) axes on (A) the probability of non-native invasive 
plant species (NNIPS) presence (N = 1,166; extreme data points excluded), (B) NNIPS richness in 
northeastern US forests during 2007–2016 (N = 1,166), and (C) total NNIPS percent cover (N = 532). 
Rug plots on the inside of the X- and Y-axes show the distributions of the data points, in percentiles. 
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relationship between NMDS 1 and NNIPS richness tended to be positive, although this 
pattern was only weakly pronounced; NMDS 2 was positively associated with NNIPS 
richness, indicating that more recently defoliated plots contained less NNIPS (Fig. 4.7B). 
Finally, NMDS 2 was also positively related to NNIPS percent cover (0.26 [0.10, 0.42]; 
Fig. 4.7C). 
 
4.5. Discussion 
A positive effect of gypsy moth canopy defoliation on forest susceptibility to non-
native plant invasions has been repeatedly hypothesized (McCarthy, 2003; McEwan et al., 
2009), while confirmation for it has been presented only once (Eschtruth & Battles, 2014). 
The results of our study diverge from this common assumption, indicating that long term, 
a neutral to negative effect of gypsy moth defoliation on plant invasions prevails. This 
finding held true regardless of whether we considered the entire temporal span of 
defoliation history represented in our data (1970–2015) or restricted our analyses to either 
older or more recent outbreaks. Moreover, we revealed that NNIPS invasion intensity 
correlated with the timing of defoliation, and this relationship was even stronger than the 
relationship with cumulative defoliation severity when all defoliation data were analyzed. 
Specifically, we found that forests with more recent gypsy moth outbreaks had significantly 
lower occurrence, number, and percent cover of NNIPS than those that were defoliated a 
longer time ago (Figs. 4.5B and 4.7). 
A hampering effect of gypsy moth outbreaks on plant invasions, although 
counterintuitive at first glance, has several plausible ecological explanations. A gypsy 
moth defoliation episode occurs at a specific time of the year and over a short period of 
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time, followed by nearly complete canopy refoliation by the end of summer. This means 
that an immediate surplus of nutrients and light that is available to understory plants may 
be too short for non-native plants to respond to this opportunity, especially if they are 
absent or present at very low abundance. In turn, subsequent processes that take place in 
the system after defoliation may play a more important role in the long-term effect of 
gypsy moth disturbance on plant invasions. Specifically, it has been shown that gypsy 
moth defoliation leads to nitrogen loss, microbial immobilization, and migration to lower 
soil horizons (Lovett & Ruesink, 1995; Christenson et al., 2002; McNeil et al., 2007), 
which altogether helps maintain nitrogen limitation in forests and, likely, reduces their 
susceptibility to plant invasions. Furthermore, Clark et al. (2014) demonstrated that 
native understory plants, whose contribution to total leaf area substantially increases after 
a gypsy moth outbreak, have lower leaf nitrogen concentration than tree species, which 
most likely affects litter nutrient content and stoichiometry and reduces forest 
invasibility. Several native understory shrub species are known to be especially 
responsive to canopy defoliation and small-scale gaps that appear following severe gypsy 
moth outbreaks (Collins, 1961; Ehrenfeld, 1980; Hix et al., 1991; Muzika & Twery, 
1995; Jedlicka et al., 2004; Chastain & Townsend, 2008). Among them are species in the 
genera Amelanchier, Cornus, Kalmia, Rubus, and Vaccinium, whose ability to form long-
living dense thickets is well known. In the presence of recurrent gypsy moth outbreaks, 
these species are able to maintain their local dominance for several decades, impeding 
establishment of other species and recovery from gypsy moth disturbance (Chastain & 
Townsend, 2008). Interestingly, even though interference of these species with tree 
regeneration in post-defoliated forests has been widely discussed, their ability to create a 
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physical barrier and compete for resources with non-native plants has not received 
attention. Taking advantage of recent gypsy moth outbreaks in the northeastern US 
(Pasquarella et al., 2018; USDA Forest Service, 2018), future studies could monitor 
vegetation and nutrient dynamics in post-defoliated forests and experimentally test 
whether the above-mentioned mechanisms contribute to forest resistance to non-native 
plant invasions. 
A positive relationship between invasion intensity and the number of years since 
gypsy moth defoliation could arise because the effect of defoliation on plant invasions is 
detectable only for a limited number of years after defoliation. It is currently unknown 
how long the effect of gypsy moth defoliation on non-native plants can persist, but in the 
presence of multiple more important drivers of plant invasion, it is highly likely that with 
time this effect becomes impossible to discern. The results of a separate analysis of most 
recent outbreaks (Sampling design 3), however, only partially agreed with this because 
we were unable to demonstrate a statistically significant difference between defoliated vs. 
non-defoliated plots in terms of NNIPS richness and probability of occurrence; 
nevertheless, the effect of defoliation tended to be negative and might have remained 
undetected due to low sample size. Alternatively, or in addition to, the joint 
spatiotemporal patterns of gypsy moth outbreaks (Fig. 4.6A) and plant invasions could 
produce a spurious relationship between the timing of defoliation and plant invasion 
intensity. Unlike the rest of our analyses, the analyses that incorporated the temporal 
aspect of defoliation data were restricted to defoliated plots (i.e., data from reference 
plots were not included), and therefore we cannot say with certainty whether the tendency 
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towards a stronger negative effect of more recent outbreaks on plant invasions is a true 
pattern or an artifact of the study design. 
Across all the analyses we have conducted, the magnitude of the effect of past 
gypsy moth defoliation on the current plant invasion level was low compared to the 
effects of other drivers of invasion (e.g., landscape openness, distance to road, stand age, 
etc.). We believe that this is partially due to the overall high resilience of forests to gypsy 
moth outbreaks (Feicht et al., 1993) and subtleness of the long-term effects of defoliation, 
and partially because of incompleteness and high heterogeneity of our data. First of all, 
lacking data on the level of plant invasion prior or immediately after gypsy moth 
outbreaks, we were unable to incorporate information on the initial propagule pressure. 
As for any other type disturbance, however, the magnitude and direction of the effect of 
gypsy moth defoliation on non-native plants likely changes depending of propagule 
pressure. For example, Eschtruth & Battles (2014) were able to detect the effect of gypsy 
moth disturbance on the invasive short-lived plants Alliaria petiolata and Microstegium 
vimineum only after accounting for propagule pressure in their analyses. Similarly, the 
response of native understory plants to gypsy moth defoliation must be contingent upon 
their initial abundance. Thus, incorporating information on pre-disturbance conditions 
will allow to obtain much more complete understanding of the post-defoliation vegetation 
dynamics. Furthermore, although the fact that gypsy moth defoliation does not eliminate 
a dominant host species can be seen as an advantage for studying its cumulative effects, it 
also means that a large spatial and temporal extent need to be covered in order to detect 
this effect, which greatly increases environmental heterogeneity captured in data and 
complicates the task of establishing any cause-effect relationship. In our study, the large 
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temporal extent of defoliation data and the large time gap between the last outbreak and 
an FIA survey could be the reason why, at least in some cases, we did not detect the 
effect of defoliation even when it may had occurred. Finally, we calculated cumulative 
gypsy moth defoliation severity as the number of outbreak years, which surely is a very 
crude measure of defoliation severity and may not necessarily align with the total amount 
of leaf biomass removed and tree mortality over time. Incorporating high-resolution 
defoliation severity data into further analyses would greatly improve the accuracy of 
predictions of the effect of gypsy moth defoliation on non-native plant invasions. 
In conclusion, our study has demonstrated that the processes initiated by gypsy 
moth defoliation have enhanced forest resistance to plant invasions. The exact 
mechanisms of this phenomenon remain to be uncovered, and we still need to understand 
whether defoliation-induced resistance will persist in the face of increasing non-native 
plant propagule pressure and global change. 
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4.10. Supplemental Results 
Table S4.1: Description and predictive ability of final regression models that were used to estimate 
the effect of gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) defoliation on non-native invasive plant species richness, 
percent cover, and probability of presence. 
No. Model AUCLOO/ '())*  
Sampling design 1 (defoliated vs. reference plot comparisons; 100 models; N = 424–517) 
1 Pr(NNIPS) ~ Bernoulli(Longitude + %Developed + %Open*Age + FIAyear + Elevation + BasalArea + mo(Road) + Defoliation) 
0.77–0.84 
2 
NNIPS richness ~ (Poisson(Latitude + %Developed + Precipitation + Age + 
Elevation + %Open + FIAyear + Defoliation), ZI ~ Longitude + %Open + 
FIAyear + mo(Road)) 
0.29–0.52 
Sampling design 2 (defoliated vs. reference plot comparisons; N = 696) 
3 
NNIPS richness ~ (Poisson(Longitude*%Open + Precipitation + 
Developed*Severity + Age + FIAyear + Area + mo(Deer) + mo(Road)) + 
Normal(obs), ZI ~ Bernoulli(%Open)) + CAR(W4nb) 
0.49 
4 
Pr(NNIPS) ~ Bernoulli(t2(Longitude, %Open) + Age*%Open + 
%Developed + Precipitation + FIAyear + BasalArea + mo(Road) + 
mo(Deer) + Severity) + Normal(ForestType) 
0.84 
5 Pr(Rosa multiflora) ~ Bernoulli(Longitude + %Open + Age + %Developed + SurveyYear + mo(Deer) + Severity)+ Normal(ForestType) 
0.83 
6 Pr(Alliaria petiolata) ~ Bernoulli(s(Longitude) + Age + %Developed + %Open * Area + %Open:PrecipSummer + mo(Road) + mo(Deer) + Severity 
0.85 
7 Pr(Berberis thunbergii) ~ Bernoulli(Longitude:Age + Age + %Developed + Area + %Open + SurveyYear + BasalArea) + CAR(W8nb) 
0.86 
8 Pr(Lonicera morrowii) ~ Bernoulli(s(Longitude) + Age + Open + Precipitation + FIAyear + mo(Deer) + Severity) + Normal(ForestType) 
0.86 
9 Pr(Rhamnus cathartica) ~ Bernoulli(Longitude + Precipitation + %Open + Age + Severity) + Normal(ForestType) 
0.93 
Sampling design 2 (defoliated plots; N = 644) 
10 
Pr(all NNIPS) ~ Bernoulli(s(MAT) + %Open + Precipitation + 
PrecipSummer + Age + FIAyear + mo(Deer) + mo(Road) + LastYear + 
Severity) + Normal(ForestType) 
0.79 
11 
NNIPS richness ~ (Poisson(s(MAT) + s(Elevation) + %Developed + 
%Open + Precipitation + Age + FIAyear + mo(Road) + LastYear*Severity, 
ZI ~ MAT + %Open + Precipitation + PrecipSummer + BasalArea+ 
mo(Road)) 
0.49 
Sampling design 3 (defoliated vs. reference plot comparisons; N = 436) 
12 Pr(all NNIPS) ~ Bernoulli(Longitude + s(MAT) + %Open + Age + mo(Road)) 0.82 
13 
NNIPS richness ~ Poisson(t2(Longitude, %Open) + s(MAT) + %Developed 
+ Age + Area + FIAyear + mo(Road) + mo(Deer) + Defoliation) + 
Normal(obs) 
0.46 
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All defoliated plots (N = 1,166) 
14 
Pr(NNIPS) ~ Bernoulli(s(MAT) + %Developed + TAP + PrecipSummer 
+Age*%Open + FIAyear + s(Elevation) + BasalArea + mo(Deer) + 
mo(Road) + mo(Wetness) + t2(NMDS1, NMDS2)) + Normal(ForestType) 
0.79 
15 
NNIPS richness ~ (Poisson(t2(MAT, %Open) + %Developed + TAP + Age 
+ FIAyear + PrecipSummer + t2(NMDS1, NMDS2) – 1)+ Normal(obs), ZI 
~ Bernoulli(MAT + %Open + Age + FIAyear + Elevation + BasalArea + 
Slope + mo(Road) + mo(Deer)) 
0.43 
All defoliated plots containing NNIPS (N = 532) 
16 log(NNIPS cover) ~ Normal(Precipitation*MAT + %Open + %Developed + Age + BasalArea +FIAyear + Disturbance + NMDS1*NMDS2 0.09 
Note: s() indicates a smooth spline, t2() – a tensor bivariate spline, and mo() – monotonic 
transformation. MAT is mean annual temperature. For binary data we report the LOO-corrected area 
under the receiver operating curve (AUCLOO) and for count and continuous data – Bayesian R2 ("$%%& ). 
Predictors containing information on gypsy moth defoliation are highlighted in italics, bold. 
 
 
Figure S4.1: A Shepard diagram showing goodness of fit of non-metric multidimensional scaling 
(NMDS) performed on the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) cumulative defoliation data (1970–2006; N 
= 1,183). The X-axis depicts original distances between cumulative 37-year time series and the Y-axis 
shows distances between the same time series in the NMDS space. R2 values close to 1 indicate an 
excellent fit.  
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